35. Remove and discard the torque converter-to-flexplate nuts.

All vehicles
36. Position a suitable drain pan and disconnect the transmission fluid cooler tubes from the
cooler bypass valve.

37. Remove the transmission.
1. Remove the six transmission-to-engine (diesel) mounting bolts or seven
transmission-to-engine (gasoline) mounting bolts.
2. Gently rock the transmission side-to-side to disengage it from the locator dowels.
3. Move the transmission and the transmission jack rearward to clear the engine
flexplate.

38.

WARNING: The torque converter is heavy and can result in injury if it falls out
of the transmission. Secure the torque converter in the transmission. If the torque
converter is dropped, a new one must be installed.
Using the special tool, hold the torque converter in place.

39.

CAUTION: Use care while removing the transmission to avoid obstructions.
CAUTION: Do not use the cooler bypass valve as a handle. Damage to the cooler
bypass valve assembly can occur or damage to the case can result.
CAUTION: If a safety strap is being used to hold the transmission to the high-lift
transmission jack, place the strap behind the cooler bypass valve (CBV) to prevent
damage to the cooler bypass valve.
Lower the transmission out of the vehicle.

Vehicles equipped with a transmission-mounted parking brake
40. Remove the transmission-mounted parking brake.
1. Keep the parking brake vent in the upward position to prevent contamination of the
brake shoes and linings.
2. Remove the six bolts, parking brake assembly and the gasket from the extension
housing.


Discard the bolts and the gasket. Clean the mating surfaces.

All vehicles
41. If the transmission is being overhauled or if installing a new transmission, carry out the
transmission fluid cooler backflushing and cleaning. For additional information, refer to
Transmission Fluid Cooler — Backflushing and Cleaning in this section.

SECTION 307-01: Automatic
Transaxle/Transmission
DISASSEMBLY

Transmission

Special Tool(s)
Slide Hammer
100-001 (T50T-100-A)

Roll Pin Set
211-S060 (T78P-3504-N)

Slide Hammer
307-005 (T59L-100-B)

Remover, Transmission Fluid
Seal
307-048 (T74P-77248-A)

Remover, Transmission
Extension Housing Bushing
307-064 (T77L-7697-D)

1999 F-Super Duty 250-550 Workshop
Manual
Procedure revision date: 01/26/2000

Remover, Transmission Fluid
Pump
307-221 (T89T-70010-A)

Service Set, Clutch Spring
307-S223 (T89T-70010-C) or
(164-R6302)

Loading Fixture, Clutch
307-S383

Installer, Transmission Forward
Clutch Assembly
307-436 (T89T-70010-E)

Remover, Pilot Bearing
308-001 (T58L-101-B)

NOTE: Refer to the Disassembled Views for component location and orientation.
All applications
1.

CAUTION: The turbine shaft speed sensor (TSS) will need to be removed or
damage to the sensors will occur.
Remove the turbine shaft sensor (TSS).
1. Remove the bolt.
2. Remove the turbine shaft sensor (TSS).

2.

CAUTION: The output shaft speed sensor (OSS) will need to be removed or
damage to the sensors will occur.
Remove the output shaft speed sensor (OSS).
1. Remove the bolt.
2. Remove the output shaft speed sensor (OSS).

3. Mount the transmission onto a suitable stand.
4.

CAUTION: The input shaft and overdrive planet assembly are replaced as
mating components.
Remove the input shaft.

5.

CAUTION: The sealing washers may fall off the cooler line case fittings.

NOTE: The bolts are part of the cooler bypass valve (CBV) assembly.
Remove the cooler bypass valve.
1. Remove the cooler line case fittings.
2. Remove the cooler bypass valve.

6. Remove the transmission range (TR) sensor.
1. Remove the bolts.
2. Remove the transmission range (TR) sensor.

7. NOTE: Do not discard the gasket unless damaged. This is a reusable gasket.
Remove the transmission fluid pan and the gasket.

8.

CAUTION: If the seal remains in the pump bore, remove it carefully with a
small screwdriver so as not to scratch or damage the aluminum bore.
NOTE: After removal, discard the filter and seal assembly.
Remove the filter and seal assembly by carefully pulling and rotating the filter as
necessary.

9. Remove the bolts, nuts and the accumulator body.

10. NOTE: Do not remove the lower-to-upper main control valve body assembly bolts. Keep
the main control valve bodies attached as an assembly.
Remove the main control valve body.
1. Do not remove the two lower-to-upper main control valve body assembly bolts.

11. Remove the bolts, nut and the solenoid body assembly, by pushing the solenoid body
connector upward to help separate the assembly from the case bore.

12. Remove the solenoid screen assembly by rotating and pulling.

13.

CAUTION: The steel electronic pressure control (EPC) check ball is springloaded under the valve body separator plate.
Remove the separator plate reinforcing plate and the valve body separator plate with the
two gaskets. Discard both gaskets.

14. NOTE: The steel EPC check ball has a 0.5 mm (0.02 in) diameter and is smaller than the
other check balls.
Remove the steel EPC check ball and spring.

15.

CAUTION: Use care not to damage the rubber check balls. Transmission shift
problems may occur.
Using a small screwdriver, carefully remove the 8 rubber check balls.

16. Using a plastic or rubber-headed hammer, tap gently on the intermediate band servo
assembly piston. The downward force will compress the spring. The upward momentum of
the spring will force the assembly to be released from the case bore.

17.

CAUTION: After removal, discard the feedbolts. The bolts will not retain torque
specification if reused.
Remove and discard the feedbolts.

18. Remove the pump bolts and discard the washers.

19. NOTE: The special tools should be installed into the pump threaded holes as shown.
Using the special tools, remove the pump.

20. NOTE: The No. 1 pump thrust washer and the No. 2A overdrive sun gear thrust bearing
may stay with the pump.
Remove the No. 1 pump thrust washer.
1. Remove the No. 1 pump thrust washer.
2. Remove the No. 2A overdrive sun gear thrust bearing.
3. Remove the pump gasket and discard.

21.

CAUTION: The coast clutch, overdrive ring gear, centershaft assembly must be
removed as an assembly using special service tool or damage to the overdrive one-way
clutch could occur.

Using the special tool remove, the coast clutch, overdrive ring gear and centershaft as an
assembly.

22. NOTE: The No. 5 thrust bearing may remaining on the center shaft or the center support.
Remove the No. 5 overdrive center shaft thrust bearing assembly.

Applications equipped with a PTO
23.

CAUTION: The coast clutch, overdrive ring gear, centershaft assembly must be
removed as an assembly using special service tool or damage to the overdrive one-way
clutch could occur.
Using the special tool remove the coast clutch, overdrive ring gear and centershaft as an
assembly.

24. NOTE: The No. 5 thrust bearing may remain on the center shaft or the center support.

Remove the No. 5 overdrive center shaft thrust bearing assembly.

All applications
25. Remove the overdrive clutch pressure plate retainer snap ring.

26. NOTE: Tag the parts for identification during installation.
Remove the overdrive clutch pressure plate and the clutch pack.

27. Using the special tool, remove the intermediate/overdrive cylinder retaining ring.

28.

CAUTION: During removal, do not misalign the intermediate/overdrive cylinder
assembly in the case bore. This can damage the case bore.
Remove the intermediate/overdrive cylinder assembly.

29. Remove the intermediate clutch piston return spring.

30.

CAUTION: During removal, do not misalign the center support in the case bore.
This can damage the case bore.
Carefully remove the center support assembly.

31. Remove the No. 6 center support thrust washer.

32. NOTE: Tag the parts for identification during installation.
Remove the intermediate clutch rear pressure plate.
1. Remove the intermediate clutch pressure apply plate
2. Remove the intermediate clutch pack.
3. Remove the intermediate clutch rear pressure plate.

33. Remove the intermediate band.

34. NOTE: When installing the special tool, each leg of the tool must be rotated separately to
engage notches on the input shell prior to tightening the top cross bar.
Using the special tool, remove the direct clutch, forward clutch and input shell as an
assembly.

35. Remove the reverse planet retaining ring.

36. Remove the reverse planet assembly, No. 10B, and the No. 11 reverse planet carrier thrust
washers.

37.

WARNING: Use care when removing the output shaft retaining ring. The output
shaft can fall out. Do not reuse the output shaft retaining ring.
Remove the output shaft retaining ring.

38. Remove the output shaft ring gear and hub assembly.

39.

WARNING: Use care not to drop the output shaft while rotating the
transmission.
Remove the following parts as an assembly.
1. Reverse clutch pack (pressure plate, friction plate and seals).

2. Reverse clutch hub.
3. Low/reverse one way clutch assembly.

40. Using the special tools, remove the extension housing seal.

41. Using the special tool, remove the extension housing bushing.

42. Remove the eight bolts, one stud and the extension housing. Remove and discard the
extension housing gasket.

43. NOTE: Be sure not to damage the output shaft drive sprocket speed sensor wheel or the
park gear.
NOTE: The parking gear and output shaft drive sprocket speed sensor wheel are press fit
to the output shaft.
Remove the output shaft.

44. Remove the No. 13 thrust bearing.

45. Remove the plastic orifice lube plug from the rear of the case and discard.

46. Remove the five bolts retaining the low/reverse one-way clutch inner race to the case.

47. Remove the low/reverse one-way clutch inner race and the reverse clutch return spring
assembly.

48. To remove the reverse clutch piston, reinstall the reverse clutch pressure plate and the
reverse clutch pressure plate retainer snap ring to restrain the reverse clutch piston.

49. Using compressed air, blow into the reverse clutch feed port to blow out the reverse clutch
piston against the reverse clutch pressure plate.

50. Remove the reverse clutch pressure plate retainer snap ring, the reverse clutch pressure
plate and the reverse clutch piston.

51. If required, remove the parking rod guide plate.

52. If required, remove the parking pawl.
1. Remove the parking pawl return spring.
2. Remove the parking pawl.
3. Remove the parking pawl shaft.

53.

CAUTION: The Torx®-head screw has a threadlocking compound and should
be removed only if the case is being replaced. If the bolt is removed, it must be
discarded and a new one installed.
If required, remove the parking pawl abutment.

54. NOTE: A No. 53 drill bit (1/16-inch) can be used instead to capture and remove the
manual lever shaft retaining pin.
Using the special tool, remove the manual lever shaft retaining pin.

55.

CAUTION: Use care not to damage the manual control lever bore.
NOTE: The manual control lever and manual control lever shaft are one piece.
Remove the manual control lever shaft assembly.

1. NOTE: Use a crescent wrench on the manual control lever or outer flats of the
manual control lever shaft assembly when removing the inner manual valve detent
lever nut.
Remove the nut, the inner manual valve detent lever and the parking pawl actuating
rod.
2. Remove the manual control lever shaft assembly.
3. Remove the bolt and the manual control valve detent lever spring.

56. Using the special tool, remove the manual control lever seal.

57. NOTE: The short fluid inlet tube should be removed only if it is loose or damaged.
If required, remove the short fluid inlet tube.

58. Inspect the case assembly for cracks and stripped threads. Inspect the gasket surfaces and
mating surfaces for burrs. Check the case vent assembly and all fluid passages for
obstructions.
59. Inspect the case assembly bushing for scores. Check all parking linkage parts for wear or
damage.
60. If the transmission case assembly thread is damaged, repair kits (helicoil) can be purchased
from local jobbers. To repair a damaged thread, follow procedures furnished in the helicoil
kit.
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Rear Case Bushings

Special Tool(s)
Impact Slide Hammer
100-001 (T50T-100-A)

Rear Case Bushing Replacer
307-258 (T92T-77110-AH)

Seal Remover
307-001 (TOOL-1175-AC) or
Equivalent

1999 F-Super Duty 250-550 Workshop
Manual
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Threaded Drawbar
204-029 (T77F-1176-A)

Disassembly
1. Inspect the case bushing bores for nicks or burrs. Remove any minor nicks or burrs using a
fine oil stone. Remove the case bushings only if they show signs of excessive wear or
scoring.
2.

CAUTION: Be careful not to damage the case bore while removing the bushing.
NOTE: Always replace both bushings when either bushing is replaced. However, remove
and replace only one bushing at a time. Use the other bushing in the case (7005) to help
align the tool and replacement bushing during installation.
Using the (A) Seal Remover and the (B) Impact Slide Hammer, remove the rear case
bushing.

Assembly
1. NOTE: The rear case bushing has one lube groove. The front case bushing has three lube
grooves.
Place the (A) rear case bushing onto the (B) Rear Case Bushing Replacer.

2. Place the other portion of the (A) Rear Case Bushing Replacer and the (B) 127-mm (5inch) Threaded Drawbar through the case and into the front case bushing.

3.

CAUTION: Make sure the bushing and tool are centered in the bore.
Place the (A) rear case bushing with the (B) Rear Case Bushing Replacer over the (C) 127mm (5-inch) Threaded Drawbar and into the case. Install the (D) washer and the (E) nut
hand-tight.

4. Hold the (A) drawbar with a 1/2-inch wrench while turning the (B) nut with a 1-1/8-inch
wrench until the (C) rear case bushing is fully seated. Remove the tools.
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Front Case Bushings

Special Tool(s)
Impact Slide Hammer
100-001 (T50T-100-A)

Rear Case Bushing Replacer
307-258 (T92T-77110-AH)

Seal Remover
307-001 (TOOL-1175-AC) or
equivalent

Threaded Drawbar
204-029 (T77F-1176-A)

Disassembly
1. Using the (A) Seal Remover and the (B) Impact Slide Hammer, remove the front case
bushing.

Assembly
1. NOTE: The front case bushing has three lube grooves. The rear case bushing has one lube
groove.
Place the (A) front case bushing onto the (B) Rear Case Bushing Replacer.

2. Place the (A) front case bushing with the (B) Rear Case Bushing Replacer and the (C) 127mm (5-inch) Threaded Drawbar through the case (7005) and into the rear case bushing.

3.

CAUTION: Make sure the bushing and tool are centered in the bore.
Place the other portion of the (A) Rear Case Bushing Replacer over the (B) 127-mm (5inch) Threaded Drawbar. Then, install the (C) washer and the (D) nut hand-tight.

4. Hold the (A) Drawbar with a 1/2-inch wrench while turning the (B) nut with a 1-1/8-inch
wrench until the front case bushing is fully seated. Remove the tools.

SECTION 307-01: Automatic
Transaxle/Transmission
DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY OF
SUBASSEMBLIES

Cooler Bypass Valve Assembly

Special Tool(s)
Oil Cooler Flusher Kit
303-F053 (014-00752) or
equivalent

1999 F-Super Duty 250-550 Workshop
Manual
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Torque Converter/Oil Cooler
Cleaner
307-F011 (014-00028) or
equivalent

Disassembly
NOTE: The cooler bypass valve needs to be thoroughly cleaned and flushed out at this time.
1. Remove and inspect the cooler line case fittings. If the cooler line case fittings are damaged
replace the cooler line case fittings.

2. NOTE: Damaged sealing washers will cause transmission fluid to leak at the cooler bypass
valve.
Remove the rubber-coated sealing washers. Inspect the sealing washers. Replace as
required.

3. Inspect the sealing ends of the cooler bypass valve. If the valve assembly is damaged
replace the coolant bypass valve assembly.

4. Assemble the cooler by-pass valve and plug the converter-out-to-cooler inlet with a 13 x
1.5 mm plug.

5. Place a 0.5-inch flatwasher over the case converter-out fitting threads over the rubber
coated sealing washer.

6. Connect the cleaner pressure line to the case converter-out fitting.

7.

CAUTION: Make sure the CBV is in the solvent tank before switching on the
solvent pump. Also make sure the CBV fitting is pointing downward so the solvent
does not spray up out of the tank.
Place the CBV into the solvent tank.

8.

CAUTION: The solvent pressure must be at least 344.75 kPa (50 psi) (minimum)
to overcome the valve inside the CBV and let the solvent pass through it. Do not,
however, exceed 620.55 kPa (90 psi) (maximum) solvent pressure.
Regulate the solvent pressure as specified. Switch on the solvent pump allowing the solvent
to circulate through the CBV for 5 minutes. During this time, cycle the solvent pump on
and off to help dislodge contaminants.

9. Disconnect the cleaner pressure line from the case converter-out fitting. Remove the 0.5inch washer.

10. Using 344.75-620.55 kPa (50-90 psi) of regulated compressed air, blow through the CBV
until all solvent is removed.
11. Remove the plug from the CBV converter-out-to-cooler inlet.

Assembly
1. Install rubber-coated sealing washers.

2. Install the cooler line case fittings.

SECTION 307-01: Automatic
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Main Control Valve Body—Disassembly and Assembly

Special Tool(s)
E4OD Upper/Lower Control
Valve Body and Small
Separator Plate Alignment Pin
(2 req'd)
307-359

Upper, Lower, Accumulator and Solenoid Bodies, Disassembled View

Item

Part
Number

Description

1

—

Body Control Valve — Lower

2

—

Bolt, M1-1x36 Hex Flange Head (2 Req'd)

3

—

Plate, Spring Retaining

4

—

Spring, Shift Valve

5

—

Valve, Manual 1-2 Transition

6

—

Retainer, Valve Plug

7

—

Plug, Valve Retainer

8

—

Spring, Engagement Valve

9

—

Valve, Control Engagement

10

—

Body, Control Valve — Upper

11

7E195

Ball, 5/16-Inch Shuttle
(2 Req'd)

12

7E195

Ball, 1/4-Inch Shuttle
(2 Req'd)

13

—

Valve, Control Manual

14

—

Ring, Retaining

15

—

Retainer, Valve Plug

16

—

Sleeve, Low/Reverse Modulator Valve

17

—

Plunger, Low/Reverse Modulator Valve

18

—

Spring, Low Servo Modulator

19

—

Valve, Low Servo Modulator

20

—

Valve, Low/Reverse Modulator

21

—

Retainer, Valve Plug

22

—

Plug, Valve Retaining

23

—

Spring, Shift Valve

24

—

Valve, 3-4 Shift

25

—

Plate, Spring Retaining

26

—

Spring, 2-3 Shift Valve

27

—

Valve, 2-3 Shift

28

—

Plate, Spring Retaining

29

—

Spring Solenoid Regulator Valve

30

—

Solenoid, Regulator Valve

31

—

Plate, Spring Retaining

32

—

Spring, Shift Valve

33

—

Valve, Coast Clutch Shift

34

—

Plate, Spring Retaining

35

—

Spring, 4-3-2 Shift Timing

36

—

Plunger, Control Valve Shift Timing

37

—

Plate, Spring Retaining

38

—

Valve, 4-3-2 Timing

39

—

Spring, 4-3-2 Shift Timing

40

—

Retainer, Valve Plug

41

—

Plug, Valve Retaining

42

—

Valve, 1-2 Shift

43

—

Valve, Drive 2

44

—

Spring, 1-2 Shift Valve

45

7G391

Solenoid Body Assembly (Model-Dependent)

46

7G422

Accumulator Valve Body Control (ModelDependent)

47

—

Retainer, Valve Plug

48

—

Plug, Valve Retainer

49

—

Spring, Accumulator Valve — Outer

50

—

Plunger, Accumulator Regulator

51

—

Retainer, Accumulator Spring

52

—

Spring, Accumulator Regulator Valve

53

—

Valve, Accumulator Regulator

54

—

Retainer, Valve Plug

55

—

Plug, Valve Retaining

56

—

Spring, Accumulator Valve — Outer

57

—

Plunger, Accumulator Regulator

58

—

Retainer, Accumulator Spring

59

—

Spring, Accumulator Regulator Valve

60

—

Valve, Accumulator Regulator

61

—

Retainer, Valve Plug

62

—

Plug, Valve Retaining

63

—

Spring, Accumulator Valve — Outer

64

—

Plunger, Accumulator Regulator

65

—

Retainer, Accumulator Spring

66

—

Spring, Accumulator Regulator Valve

67

—

Valve, Accumulator Regulator

68

—

Retainer, Valve Plug

69

—

Sleeve, Line Press Modulator

70

—

Plunger, Line Press Modulator

71

—

Spring and Retainer Assy, Press Modulator

72

—

Spring, Throttle Press Line Modulator

73

—

Valve, Line Press Modulator

74

7A008

Control Valve Body Separator Plate

Disassembly

NOTE: If main control is being replaced, refer to the parts catalog for correct parts. The main
control is model-dependent.
1. Remove the lower control valve body.
1. Remove the bolts.
2. Remove the lower control valve body.
3. Remove the control valve body separator plate.

2.

CAUTION: Note the location of the check balls prior to removal. If the check
balls are not installed in their proper location shift problems will occur.
Remove the check balls.
1. Remove small check balls.
2. Remove two large check balls.

3. Remove the control valves and springs from the upper main control valve body (7A100).
Inspect the valves for nicks and burrs. If the valves are damaged the main control valve
body will need to be replaced.

4. Remove the control valves and springs from the lower main control valve body. Inspect the
valves for nicks and burrs. If the valves are damaged the main control valve body will need
to be replaced.

5. Inspect all valves, valve sleeves, valve bores for scores, nick or burrs. Check all fluid
passages for obstructions. Inspect all mating surfaces for burrs and scores.
6. Inspect all springs for distortion. Check all valves and plungers for free movement in their
respective bores. All the components when dry must fall from their own weight in their
respective bores.
7. Roll the valves on a flat surface to check for bent or out-of-round condition.
Assembly
1. Install the control valves and springs from the lower main control valve body.

2. Install the control valves and springs from the upper main control valve body.

3. Install the check balls.
1. Install two small check balls.
2. Install two large check balls.

4. Install the lower control valve body using aligning pins.
1. Install aligning pins.
2. Install the control valve body separator plate.
3. Install the lower control valve body.

4. Install the bolts.
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Main Control Valve Body—Solenoid Body Check
Disassembly
1. Clean and inspect the solenoid body.
 Check the connector pins for corrosion and possible bent condition.
 Inspect and test the shift solenoids: refer to Pinpoint Test A.
 Remove O-ring and discard.
 Install new O-ring and lubricate with petroleum jelly or equivalent.
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Main Control Valve Body—Accumulator Body Check
Disassembly
1. Remove the control valves and springs. Inspect the valves for nicks and burrs. If the valves
are damaged the main control valve body (7A100) will need to be replaced.

2. Inspect all valves, valve sleeves, valve bores for scores, nick or burrs. Check all fluid
passages for obstructions. Inspect all mating surfaces for burrs and scores.

3. Inspect all springs for distortion. Check all valves and plungers for free movement in their
respective bores. All the components when dry must fall from their own weight in their
respective bores.
Assembly
1. Install the control valves and springs.

SECTION 307-01: Automatic
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Pump Assembly

Special Tool(s)
Front Pump Seal Replacer
307-014 (T63L-77837-A)

1999 F-Super Duty 250-550 Workshop
Manual
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Impact Slide Hammer
307-005 (T59L-100-B)

Pump Banding Tool
307-D004 (D89L-77000-A) or
equivalent

Seal Remover
307-001 (TOOL-1175-AC) or
equivalent

Pump Assembly, Disassembled View

Item

Part
Number

Description

1

—

Pump Body (Part of 7A103)

2

—

Control Body (Part of 7A103)

3

7A248

Square-Cut Front Pump Seal

4

—

Converter Hub Bushing

5

7A248

Front Pump Seal

6

N805260-S Bolt and Washer Assy
(9 Req'd)

7

—

Main Regulator Valve
(Part of 7A103)

8

—

Spring Retainer
(Part of 7A103)

9

—

Outer Spring (Part of 7A103)

10

—

Inner Spring (Part of 7A103)

11

7D003

Main Regulator Booster Valve

12

—

Main Regulator Booster Sleeve (Part of 7D003)

13

—

Retainer Clip
(Part of 7A103)

14

—

Converter Regulator Valve (Part of 7A103)

15

—

Spring (Part of 7A103)

16

—

End Plug (Part of 7A103)

17

—

Retainer Clip (Part of 7A103)

18

—

Converter Clutch Control Valve (Part of 7A103)
(Gasoline Application)

19

—

Spring (Part of 7A103) (Gasoline Application)

20

—

Converter Clutch Control Valve (Part of 7A103)
(Diesel Application)

21

—

Spring (Part of 7A103) (Diesel Application)

22

—

Valve (Part of 7A103) (Diesel Application)

23

—

Main Regulator Valve (Part of 7A103) (Diesel
Application)

24

—

Solid Cup Plug
(Part of 7A103)

25

—

Orificed Cup Plug
(Part of 7A103)

26

—

Orificed Cup Plug
(Part of 7A103)

27

—

Air Bleed Check Valve Assembly (Part of
7A103)

28

—

Inner Gerotor Gear
(Part of 7A103)

29

—

Outer Gerotor Gear
(Part of 7A103)

30

—

Orifice Cup Plug (Part of 7H132)

31

7H132

Spring and Stop Assy

32

—

Orifice Cup Plug
(Part of 7A103)

33

—

Front Input Shaft Bushing
(Part of 7A103)

34

—

Rear Input Shaft Bushing
(Part of 7A103) or Bearing (Model Dependent)

35

—

Bolt, M8 (11 Req'd)
(Part of 7A103)

36

—

Orificed Cup Plug
(Part of 7A103)

37

—

Orificed Cup Plug
(Part of 7A103)

38

7L323

Front Pump Stator Support Seal

39

7G402

Coast Clutch Seal (2 Req'd)

40

—

Inlet Tube Bore
(Part of 7A103)

Disassembly
CAUTION: The pump assembly is model dependent. Failure to use the correct pump
may cause transmission assembly damage; refer to the parts catalog for the correct pump.
1. NOTE: Inspect and replace the front pump seal, if damaged.
Using the (A) Seal Remover and the (B) Impact Slide Hammer, remove the (C) front pump
seal.

2. Remove the front pump stator support seal.

3. Remove the two Teflon® coast clutch seals.

4. Remove the pump outer diameter square-cut front pump seal.

5.

CAUTION: Do not reuse the orifice cup plug or spring and stop assembly.
Failure to replace these parts may cause repeat repairs. Make sure the old rubber
stop is removed (it may become separated from the spring assembly).

CAUTION: Use care not to damage any machined surfaces of the stator support.
Remove and discard the (A) orifice cup plug and the (B) spring and stop assembly. Make
sure the old (C) rubber stop is removed. Clean and inspect the bore, making sure it is clean
of any debris.

6. NOTE: Obtain Pump Banding Tool and one 10-mm bolt prior to removing the pump body
bolts. This tool is needed to align the pump with the control body assembly during
reassembly.
Separate the pump control body from the pump body.
1. Remove the 12 bolts.
2. Support the pump body.
3. Remove the (A) bolt and separate the (B) pump body from the (C) pump control
body.

7.

CAUTION: Do not remove any of the remaining cup plugs unless directed to do
so in other steps. Do not remove the stator support from the control body. This can
distort the surface of the control body.
NOTE: Inspect the main regulator booster valve and sleeve assembly. If the pump valve
bore is not damaged but the valve and sleeve are worn replace the valve and sleeve; refer to
Pump Assembly, Disassembled View.
Remove the converter clutch shift valve assembly, converter regulator valve assembly, and
main regulator boost valve and sleeve assembly.
1. For diesel application, remove the retainer clip with a small screwdriver or tweezers
then remove the converter clutch shift valve assembly.
2. For gasoline application, remove the retainer clip with a small screwdriver or
tweezers then remove the converter clutch shift valve assembly.
3. Remove the retainer clip with a small screwdriver or tweezers then remove the
converter regulator valve assembly.
4. Remove the retainer clip with a small screwdriver or tweezers then remove the
main regulator valve assembly.

8. Remove and inspect the (A) inner and the (B) outer gerotor gears.
1. Clean all pump parts in solvent.
2. Dry the parts with compressed air.
3. Inspect the pump gears, faces, gear teeth, pump housing and mating surfaces for
damage or scoring.
4. Replace the entire pump if any part is damaged or worn.

9. Inspect the (A) converter hub bushing. If scored or excessively worn, replace the entire
pump. Note the orientation of the (B) lube groove.

10. NOTE: The pump assemblies are model-dependent. Refer to the parts catalog for the
correct parts.
Inspect the (A) front and the (B) rear input shaft bushings. If scored or worn, replace the
entire pump.

11. NOTE: The front pump is model-dependent; refer to the parts catalog for the correct part.
The pump and the coast clutch are mated components and must match. Refer to the
following steps and Coast Clutch Assembly in this section for correct matching of
components. Some applications will have an on/off Torque Converter Clutch (TCC)
solenoid, and some will have a modulated Torque Converter Clutch (TCC).
Inspect and note the differences in the front pump assemblies.
12. For 5.4L, 6.8L application with on/off TCC operation, without power take-off (PTO).
1. Input shaft bushing is the same as in past models.
2. Coast clutch seals are the same as in past models.

13. For 6.8 application with on/off and PTO 7.3L application with modulated TCC operation,
with and without power take-off (PTO).
1. Input shaft bushing is the same as in past models.
2. Coast clutch seals are in a different location on the pump stator.

14. Remove the coast clutch seals and discard.
15. Measure and record the depth of the inner, then the outer, pump gerotor gear face-to-pump
body machined surface.
1. Place the pump gerotor gearset into the pump gear pocket and center it to the pump
bushing diameter.
2. Using a depth micrometer, measure and record the depth of the inner gerotor gear
face to the pump body machined surface. Repeat measurement for a total of three

readings in equally spaced locations on the gear face. If the reading is not within
specification, replace the front pump assembly.
3. Remove the (A) inner gear and reinstall the (B) outer gear. Repeat Substep 2 for the
outer gerotor gear face.

16. Inspect the following:
 All valve and plug bores for scoring or damage.
 All passages for obstructions.
 Mating surfaces for burrs and scoring.
 All springs for distortion.
 When dry, check all valves and plugs for free movement in their respective bores.
Assembly
1. Install the main regulator valve and sleeve assembly, converter clutch shift valve assembly,
and the converter regulator valve assembly.
1. For diesel application, install the converter clutch control valve assembly. Then
apply pressure to the end plug and install the retainer, making sure it is properly
seated.
2. For gasoline application, install the converter clutch control valve assembly. Then
apply pressure to the end plug and install the retainer, making sure it is properly
seated.
3. Install the converter regulator valve assembly. Then apply pressure to the end plug
and install the retainer, making sure it is properly seated.

4. Install the main regulator boost valve and sleeve assembly. Then apply pressure to
the main regulator booster sleeve and install the retainer, making sure it is properly
seated.

2. NOTE: Prior to installation, lightly lubricate the gerotor gears with clean Motorcraft
MERCON® Multi-Purpose Automatic Transmission Fluid XT-2-QDX or MERCON®
equivalent.
Install the (A) gerotor gearset, with the (B) dot facing the control body assembly.

3.

CAUTION: Prior to pump assembly, make sure all cup plugs are installed.
CAUTION: Inspect mating surfaces of the pump body and the control body to
make sure they are clean and free of nicks and burrs.
Lower the (A) control body and stator assembly onto the (B) pump body, aligning the (C)
28-mm hole in each body.

4. Assemble the pump.
1. Loosely install the 12 (A) M8x50 bolts and the (B) 10-mm alignment bolt.
2. Install the Pump Banding Tool, with the (C) clamp positioned by the (D) filter inlet.
3. Align the (E) outer bolt holes and tighten the (F) Pump Banding Tool.
4. Tighten the 12 (A) bolts and remove the (B) 10-mm alignment bolt.



5.

Remove the Pump Banding Tool.
Make sure the outer edges of the control body and the pump body are completely
aligned.

CAUTION: Make sure the (A) seal grooves in the stator support are clean and
free of burrs.

CAUTION: Make sure the (B) seal ends are properly positioned together and
not (C) separated.
Install the 2 coast clutch Teflon® seals. Make sure the seals are fully seated in the stator
support seal grooves and the (D) seal ends are oriented 180 degrees apart.

6. Install the pump outer diameter square-cut front pump seal.

7. Install the front pump stator support seal.

8.

CAUTION: Failure to replace these parts may cause repeat repairs.
NOTE: Install the rubber stop end into the bore first.
Install the new spring and stop assembly.

9. NOTE: Make sure the edge of the cup plug is seated just below the stator support surface
that mates with the No. 2 needle bearing assembly.
Using a small drift and mallet, install the new orifice cup plug.

10. If removed, install the front pump seal, using the Front Pump Seal Replacer.

11. NOTE: The No. 1 pump thrust washer is model dependent.
NOTE: Lightly lubricate the thrust washer and the bearing with petroleum jelly to hold
them in place during assembly.
Install the (A) No. 1 pump thrust washer and the (B) No. 2A overdrive sun gear thrust
bearing.
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Coast Clutch Assembly—Cast Iron, 5.4L and 6.8L Without Power Take-Off (PTO)

Special Tool(s)
Clutch Spring Compressor
307-015 (T65L-77515-A)

Coast Clutch Assembly, Disassembled View

Item

Part
Number

Description

1

7G387

Coast Clutch Cylinder

2

7A548

Coast Clutch Piston Outer Seal

3

7N519

Apply Ring

4

7A527

Retaining Ring

5

7B164

Coast Clutch Friction Plates (Number of Plates
are Model-Dependent)

6

7B066

Coast Clutch Pressure Plate

7

7D063

Overdrive Sun Gear

8

7D483

Coast Clutch Pressure Plate Retainer Snap Ring

9

7B442

Coast Clutch Steel Plates (Number of Plates are
Model-Dependent)

10

7B070

Coast Clutch Piston Spring

11

7A262

Coast Clutch Piston

12

7A548

Coast Clutch Piston Inner Seal

Disassembly
1.

CAUTION: The coast clutch assembly is model dependent. The use of the wrong
coast clutch assembly will result in a transmission failure.
Remove the overdrive sun gear.

2. Remove the coast clutch pressure plate retainer ring.

3. NOTE: Tag the parts for identification during installation.
Remove the (A) coast clutch pressure plate and the (B) clutch plates.

4.

CAUTION: Do not fully compress the return springs or damage to return spring
may occur.
Using the (A) Clutch Spring Compressor, compress the (B) coast clutch piston return
spring and remove the (C) coast clutch piston return spring retaining ring. Remove the tool.
Discard the retaining ring.

5. Remove the coast clutch piston return spring.

6. Remove the coast clutch piston apply ring.

7. Remove the coast clutch piston.

8. Remove the coast clutch piston outer seal.

9. Remove the coast clutch piston inner seal.

Assembly

NOTE: Soak all friction clutch plates for 15 minutes in clean Motorcraft MERCON® MultiPurpose Automatic Transmission Fluid XT-2-QDX or MERCON® equivalent.
NOTE: Prior to installation, lightly lubricate all O-ring seals with clean Motorcraft MERCON®
Multi-Purpose Automatic Transmission Fluid XT-2-QDX or MERCON® equivalent.
1. NOTE: Make sure the seal lip faces the coast clutch cylinder.
Install the coast clutch piston inner seal.

2. NOTE: Make sure the seal lip faces the coast clutch piston.
Install the coast clutch piston outer seal.

3. Install the coast clutch piston.

4. Install the coast clutch piston apply ring.

5. Install the coast clutch piston return spring.

6.

CAUTION: Do not fully compress the return springs or damage to return spring
may occur.
Using the (A) Clutch Spring Compressor, compress the (B) coast clutch piston return
spring and install the new (C) coast clutch piston return spring retaining ring. Remove the
tool.

7. Alternately install the (A) steel and the (B) friction clutch plates, beginning with a steel
plate and ending with the (C) coast clutch pressure plate.

8. Install the selective coast clutch pressure plate retainer ring.

9. Check the stack-up clearance.
1. Using a feeler gauge, check the stack-up clearance in three places, 120 degrees
apart.

2. If the clearance is not to specification, install the correct coast clutch pressure plate
retainer snap ring and recheck the clearance. Refer to the Clutch Plate Usage and
Clearance Specification Chart portion for selective snap ring thicknesses and part
numbers.

10. Install the overdrive sun gear and retaining ring, with the short end of the gear downward.
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Coast Clutch Assembly—6.8L and 7.3L Without Power Take-Off (PTO)

Special Tool(s)
307-015 (T65L-77515-A)

Coast Clutch
Removal/Installation Tool
307-S383

Coast Clutch Piston Seal
Protector
307-387

Disassembly
1. Remove the retaining ring.

2. Remove the coast clutch pressure plate and the clutch plates.

3. Inspect the overdrive one-way clutch for damage to the plastic cage, springs, and rollers.
Replace as necessary. Remove the overdrive one-way clutch.

4. Remove the coast clutch return spring using the Clutch Spring Compressor.
1. Remove the retaining ring.
2. Remove the return spring.

5. Remove the coast clutch piston and seal assembly.

6. NOTE: If the teeth and/or bushing are damaged, the sun gear will need to be replaced.
If required, use an arbor press to remove the sun gear.

7. NOTE: If the coast clutch cylinder shows any signs of damage it will need to be replaced.
Inspect the coast clutch assembly.
1. Inspect the bushing.
2. Inspect the No. 1 thrust washer.
3. Inspect the lube hole.

8. Inspect the one-way clutch inner race.
1. Inspect the coast clutch hub inner race.
2. Inspect all the sealing surfaces, sun gear splines, and the lube hole.

Assembly
1. If the sun gear was removed, install the sun gear.

2. Inspect the coast clutch piston and seal assembly for damage and the check ball for free
movement.
If the coast clutch piston and seal assembly is damaged it will need to be replaced.

3. Using the Coast Clutch Piston installer, install the coast clutch piston.

4. Install the coast clutch retaining ring using the Clutch Spring Compressor.
1. Install the return spring.
2. Install the retaining ring.

5. Make sure that the one-way clutch is locked in place. Turn counterclockwise to lock in
place.
Install the overdrive one way clutch.

6. Install the coast clutch pressure plate and the clutch plates.

7. Install the retaining ring.

8. Check the stack-up clearance.
1. Using a feeler gauge, measure the stack up clearance in three places, 120 degrees
apart, between the snap ring and the coast clutch pressure plate.
2. If the clearance is not within specification, install the correct coast clutch pressure
plate retainer snap ring and recheck the clearance.

9. Assemble the coast clutch assembly, overdrive ring gear and planet assembly, center shaft
assembly and install the coast clutch removal/installation tool for later use during
assembly.
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Coast Clutch Assembly—6.8L and 7.3L With Power Take-Off (PTO)

Special Tool(s)
307-015 (T65L-77515-A)

Coast Clutch
Removal/Installation Tool
307-S383

Coast Clutch Piston Seal
Protector
307-387

Disassembly
1. Remove the retaining ring.

2. Remove the coast clutch pressure plate and the clutch plates.

3. Inspect the overdrive one-way clutch for damage to the plastic cage, springs, and rollers.
Replace as necessary. Remove the overdrive one-way clutch.

4. Remove the coast clutch return spring using the Clutch Spring Compressor.
1. Remove the retaining ring.
2. Remove the return spring.

5. Remove the coast clutch piston and seal assembly.

6. NOTE: If the teeth and/or bushing are damaged, the sun gear will need to be replaced.
If required, use an arbor press to remove the sun gear.

7. NOTE: Inspect the bearing for damage.
Remove and discard the bearing.


If the bearing is damaged, the coast clutch cylinder must be replaced.

8. NOTE: If the coast clutch cylinder shows any signs of damage it will need to be replaced.
Inspect the one-way clutch inner race.
1. Inspect the coast clutch hub inner race.
2. Inspect the power take-off ring gear teeth for damage.
3. Inspect all the sealing surfaces, sun gear splines, and the lube hole.

Assembly
1. If the sun gear was removed, install the sun gear.

2. Inspect the coast clutch piston and seal assembly for damage and the check ball for free
movement.
If the coast clutch piston and seal assembly is damaged it will need to be replaced.

3. Using the coast clutch piston installer, install the coast clutch piston.

4. Install the coast clutch retaining ring using the Clutch Spring Compressor.
1. Install the return spring.
2. Install the retaining ring.

5. Make sure that the one-way clutch is locked in place. Turn counterclockwise to lock in
place.
Install the overdrive one-way clutch.

6. Install the coast clutch pressure plate and the clutch plates.

7. Install the retaining ring.

8. Check the stack-up clearance.
1. Using a feeler gauge, measure the stack up clearance in three places, 120 degrees
apart, between the snap ring and the coast clutch pressure plate.
2. If the clearance is not within specification, install the correct coast clutch pressure
plate retainer snap ring and recheck the clearance.

9. Assemble the coast clutch assembly, overdrive ring gear and planet assembly, center shaft
assembly and install the coast clutch removal/installation tool for later use during
assembly.
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Overdrive Ring Gear and Center Shaft Assembly—5.4L and 6.8L Without Power Take-Off

Special Tool(s)
Coast Clutch
Removal/Installation Tool
307-S383

Overdrive Ring Gear and Center Shaft Assembly, Disassembled View

Item

Part
Number

Description

1

7G375

Retaining Ring — Flat

2

377135-S

Retaining Ring — Small

3

7L339

No. 3 Overdrive Overrunning Clutch Thrust
Washer

4

7B446

Overdrive Planet Assy

5

7G375

Wavy Retaining Ring

6

7G178

No. 5 Overdrive Center Shaft Thrust Bearing
Assy

7

7A658

Overdrive Center Shaft

8

7A153

Overdrive Ring Gear

9

7F240

No. 4 Overdrive Planet Thrust Bearing Assy

10

7A089

Overdrive One-Way Clutch Assy

Disassembly
1. Remove the flat retaining ring.

2. Remove the overdrive one-way clutch with the inner and the outer races.

3. Remove the No. 3 overdrive overrunning clutch thrust washer.

4. NOTE: The No. 4 overdrive planet thrust bearing may stay in the ring gear.
Remove the overdrive planet assembly.

5. Remove the wavy retaining ring.

6. Remove the overdrive center shaft (7A658).

7.

CAUTION: Use care not to damage the thrust bearing.
NOTE: The individual parts of the planet assemblies are not repairable.
Inspect the No. 4 overdrive planet thrust bearing assembly.
1. Remove the No. 4 overdrive planet thrust bearing assembly. Wash the thrust
bearing thoroughly in cleaning solvent. Blow dry the bearing with compressed air
and lubricate with clean transmission fluid. Replace any bearing and race that show
sign of wear.
2. Inspect the pinion shafts in the planet assembly. They should be checked for
looseness and damage.
3. Inspect the pinion gears for damaged and free rotation.

4. Inspect the planet carrier for damage.

8. Push out the unitized plastic cage and the inner race.

9. NOTE: Inspect the outer and inner races for scores or damaged surface areas where the
rollers or sprags contact the races.
Inspect the rollers or sprags, springs and cage for excessive wear or damage.
Remove the inner race.

Assembly
1. Install the overdrive center shaft.

2. NOTE: The retaining ring is used to hold the center shaft in the ring gear.
Install the wavy retaining ring.

3. NOTE: Make sure the bearing outer lip faces the rear of the overdrive planet assembly.
Install the No. 4 overdrive planet thrust bearing assembly.

4.

CAUTION: The input shaft (7017) and overdrive planet assembly are repaired
as mating components.
NOTE: Overdrive planet assembly is model dependent.
Install the overdrive planet assembly.

5. Install the No. 3 overdrive overrunning clutch thrust washer.

6. Install the retaining ring and the unitized plastic cage.

7. NOTE: When installed, the inner race must rotate counterclockwise.
Install the inner race, with the (A) undercut toward the (B) small retaining ring.

8. NOTE: The small retaining ring must face upward.

Install the overdrive one-way clutch.

9. Install the flat retaining ring.

10. NOTE: Lightly lubricate the thrust bearing with petroleum jelly to hold it in place during
assembly.

NOTE: The inner bearing race lip must face upward.
Install the No. 5 overdrive center shaft thrust bearing assembly.

11. Install the overdrive center shaft assembly.
1. Remove the (A) selective coast clutch pressure plate retainer snap ring, the (B)
coast clutch pressure plate and the (C) clutch plates from the (D) coast clutch
cylinder.
2. Install the (E) overdrive center shaft assembly into the (D) coast clutch cylinder.
3. Reinstall the (C) clutch plates, the (B) coast clutch pressure plate and the (A)
selective coast clutch pressure plate retainer snap ring into the (D) coast clutch
cylinder.
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Overdrive Ring Gear and Center Shaft Assembly—6.8L and 7.3L With Power Take-Off
Disassembly
Remove the overdrive one-way clutch outer race.
Remove the retaining ring.
Remove the overdrive one-way clutch outer race.

Remove the No. 3 overdrive overrunning clutch plastic thrust washer.

The No. 4 overdrive planet thrust bearing may stay in the ring gear. Remove the overdrive
planet assembly.

Remove the wave retaining ring.

Remove the overdrive center shaft.

CAUTION: Use care not to damage the thrust bearing or damage to transmission
may occur.

NOTE: The individual parts of the planet assemblies are not repairable.
Inspect the No. 4 overdrive planet thrust bearing assembly.
Remove the No. 4 overdrive planet thrust bearing assembly. Wash the thrust bearing
thoroughly in cleaning solvent. Blow dry the bearing with compressed air and
lubricate with clean transmission fluid. Replace any bearing and race that show any
sign of wear.
Inspect the pinion shafts in the planet assembly. Check for looseness and damage.
Inspect the pinion gears for damage and free rotation.
Inspect the planet carrier for damage.

Assembly
Install the overdrive center shaft.

NOTE: The retaining ring is used to hold the center shaft in the ring gear.
Install the wavy retaining ring.

NOTE: Make sure the bearing outer lip faces the rear of the overdrive planet assembly.
Install the No. 4 overdrive planet thrust bearing assembly.

CAUTION: The input shaft (7017) and overdrive planet assembly are repaired as
mating components.
NOTE: The planet assemblies are model-dependent; refer to the parts catalog for correct
part.
Install the overdrive planet assembly.

Install the No. 3 overdrive overrunning clutch thrust washer. Make sure that the tab on the
backside is locked down in place on the planet assembly.

Install the retaining ring.
Install the overdrive one-way clutch outer race with the beveled edge facing up.
Install the retaining ring; make sure that the ring is fully seated.

NOTE: Lightly lubricate the thrust bearing with petroleum jelly to hold it in place during
assembly.
NOTE: The inner bearing race lip must face upward.
Install the No. 5 overdrive center shaft thrust bearing assembly.

CAUTION: Do not damage the overdrive one-way clutch or damage to the
transmission may occur.
NOTE: When the overdrive center shaft is correctly assembled, the overdrive center shaft
and the ring gear should rotate counterclockwise and lock when rotated clockwise.

Assemble the overdrive center shaft assembly into the coast clutch cylinder.

NOTE: The number of plates are model-dependent.
Install the clutch pack and pressure plate.

Install the retaining ring, make sure that the ring is fully seated.

Install the Coast Clutch Installation tool.
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Special Tool(s)
Clutch Spring Compressor Bar
307-192 (T88C-77000-AH2)
(Part of T88C-77000-AH)

Clutch Spring Compressor Plate
307-225 (T89T-70010-C2)
(Part of T89T-70010-C)

Clutch Spring Compressor Plate
307-228 (T89T-70010-F)
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O-Ring Tool
100-010 (T71P-19703-C)

Intermediate/Overdrive Cylinder Assembly, Disassembled View

Item

Part
Number

Description

1

7A527

Overdrive Clutch Piston Return Spring
Retainer

2

7A262

Overdrive Clutch Piston and (Bonded) Seal
Assy

3

7G384

Intermediate/Overdrive Cylinder

4

7E005

Intermediate Clutch Piston

5

7F224

Intermediate Clutch Piston Outer Seal

6

7F225

Intermediate Clutch Piston Inner Seal

7

7D483

Intermediate Cylinder Retaining Ring

8

7B070

Overdrive Clutch Piston Return Spring

Disassembly
Using the (A) Clutch Spring Compressor Plate, the (B) Clutch Spring Compressor Bar and the
(C) Clutch Spring Compressor Plate, compress the overdrive clutch piston return spring.

Remove the overdrive clutch piston return spring retainer. Remove the tools.

Remove the overdrive clutch piston return spring.

NOTE: The overdrive piston seals are bonded to the piston. If the seals are damaged, replace
the piston assembly.
Remove the overdrive clutch piston and seal assembly.

Remove the intermediate clutch piston (7E005).

Using the O-Ring Tool, remove the intermediate clutch piston inner seal (7F225).

Using the O-Ring Tool, remove the intermediate clutch piston outer seal (7F224).

Assembly
NOTE: Prior to reassembly, inspect the check ball, the cup plugs and the feedbolt threads for
contamination or damage. Clean or replace, as necessary.
Lubricate with petroleum jelly or equivalent. Install the intermediate clutch piston outer
seal, with the lip seal facing upward.

Lubricate with petroleum jelly or equivalent. Install the intermediate clutch piston inner seal,
with the lip seal facing downward toward the cylinder.

NOTE: The piston should rotate freely in the cylinder.
Install the intermediate clutch piston.

CAUTION: The overdrive piston lip seals are bonded to the piston. Use care not to
damage or roll the lip seal over.
Lubricate seal with petroleum jelly or equivalent. Position the (A) overdrive clutch piston
and seal assembly onto the (B) intermediate/overdrive cylinder at a slight angle. Then,
rotate the piston while pressing it down until fully seated onto the cylinder.

NOTE: The overdrive clutch piston return spring must be installed with fingers facing upward.
Install the overdrive clutch piston return spring.

NOTE: Refer to the tool chart preceding the Intermediate/Overdrive Cylinder Assembly,
Disassembled View in this procedure for proper tool number identification.
Using the (A) Clutch Spring Compressor Plate, the (B) Clutch Spring Compressor Bar and
the (C) Clutch Spring Compressor Plate, compress the overdrive clutch piston return
spring.

Install the overdrive clutch piston return spring retainer. Make sure the retainer is fully seated,
then remove the tools.
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Center Support

Special Tool(s)
O-Ring Tool
100-010 (T71P-19703-C)

Disassembly
Using the (A) O-Ring Tool, remove and discard the (B) direct clutch seal rings. Remove the
(C) No. 6 center support thrust washer (7L326).
Inspect the following for contamination or damage. Clean or replace, as necessary.
No. 6 center support thrust washer (A).
Seal ring grooves (B).
Inner hub diameter (C).
Outer hub diameter (D).

Feedbolt threads (E).
Ball bearing (F).

Assembly
Follow the removal procedure in reverse order.
Lightly lubricate the thrust washer with petroleum jelly to hold it in place during
assembly.
Install new seals.
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Forward Hub and Ring Gear
Disassembly
1. Remove the No. 8C forward clutch hub thrust washer.

2. Remove the forward hub retaining ring.

3. Remove the forward hub.

Assembly

1. Follow the removal procedure in reverse order.
 Lightly lubricate the thrust washer with petroleum jelly to hold it in place during
assembly.
 When installed, make sure the retaining ring is fully seated in the forward ring gear
ring groove.
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Direct Clutch Assembly and Intermediate Brake Drum

Special Tool(s)
Clutch Spring Compressor
307-015 (T65L-77515-A)

O-Ring Tool
100-010 (T71P-19703-C)

Direct Clutch Assembly and Intermediate Brake Drum, Disassembled View

Item

Part
Number

Description

1

—

Intermediate One-Way Clutch Outer Race (Part
of 7A089)

2

—

Intermediate One-Way Clutch Assembly (Part
of 7A089)

3

7G401

Intermediate One-Way Clutch Thrust Washer
(No. 7)

4

7D044

Intermediate Brake Drum

5

7A548

Direct Clutch Piston Inner Seal

6

7A548

Direct Clutch Piston Outer Seal

7

7A262

Direct Clutch Piston

8

7F235

Direct Clutch Return Spring Assy

9

7C122

Direct Clutch Return Spring Retaining Ring

10

7C096

Intermediate Brake Drum Thrust Washer (No.
8A)

11

7B164

Direct Clutch Internal Spline Plates — Friction

12

7B442

Direct Clutch External Spline Plates — Steel

13

7B066

Direct Clutch Pressure Plate

14

377126-S

Direct Clutch Pressure Plate Retaining Ring
(Selective)

Disassembly

Remove the intermediate one-way clutch outer race, and inspect for damage.

Remove the (A) top end cap and the (B) intermediate one-way clutch. Inspect the sprags, cage,
and top end cap for excessive wear or damage.

Remove the bottom end cap and inspect for damage.

Remove the No. 7 intermediate one-way clutch thrust washer.

Remove the No. 8A intermediate brake drum thrust washer.

Remove the direct clutch pressure plate retaining ring.

NOTE: Tag the parts for identification during installation.
Remove the (A) direct clutch pressure plate and the (B) clutch pack.

CAUTION: Do not fully compress the return springs or the spring may break.
Using the (A) Clutch Spring Compressor, compress the (B) direct clutch return spring
assembly and remove the (C) direct clutch return spring retaining ring. Remove the tool.

Remove the direct clutch return spring assembly.

Remove the direct clutch piston.

Using the (A) O-Ring Tool, remove the direct clutch piston (B) inner and (C) outer seals.

Inspect the clutch cylinder thrust surfaces, piston bore, and clutch plate splines for scores, burrs
or wear. Replace the clutch cylinder if it is badly scored or damaged.

Check the fluid passage in the clutch cylinder for obstructions. Clean out all fluid passages.
Inspect clutch piston for scores and replace, if necessary. Inspect the check balls for
freedom of movement.
Check the clutch release spring for distortion and cracks. Replace the spring if it is distorted or
cracked.
Inspect the friction clutch plates, steel clutch plates, and clutch pressure plate for worn or
scored surfaces. Replace all parts that are scored, burred or burnt.
Check the clutch plates for flatness and wear on the clutch hub splines. Discard any plate that
does not slide freely on the splines or that is not flat.
Check the clutch hub thrust surfaces for scores and the clutch hub splines for wear. Replace all
worn parts.
Assembly
NOTE: Soak the clutch plates for 15 minutes in clean Motorcraft MERCON® Multi-Purpose
Automatic Transmission Fluid XT-2-QDX or MERCON® equivalent.
NOTE: The seal lip must face downward.
Install the direct clutch piston inner seal.

NOTE: The seal lip must face downward.
Install the direct clutch piston outer seal.

Inspect the direct clutch piston check ball.
Check for freedom of movement and proper seating.
Clean the direct clutch piston with solvent, if necessary.
Replace the direct clutch piston, if damaged.

NOTE: The piston should rotate freely in the drum.
Install the direct clutch piston.

NOTE: Make sure the (A) protrusions are properly engaged with the (B) lugs.
Install the direct clutch return spring assembly.

CAUTION: Do not fully compress the return springs or damage to spring may
occur.

Using the (A) Clutch Spring Compressor, compress the (B) direct clutch return spring
assembly and install the (C) direct clutch return spring retaining ring. Remove the tool.

CAUTION: Mixing or using friction plates without the grooves will cause shift
concerns and can cause damage.
NOTE: The direct clutch friction plates have lube grooves in the friction material.
NOTE: The number of plates are model dependent.
Alternately install the (A) steel and the (B) friction clutch plates, beginning with a steel
plate and ending with the (C) direct clutch pressure plate.

Install the selective direct clutch pressure plate retaining ring.

Check the stack-up clearance.
Using a feeler gauge, check the stack-up clearance in three places, 120 degrees apart.

If the clearance is not to specification, install the correct selective direct clutch pressure
plate retaining ring and recheck the clearance. Refer to the Clutch Plate Usage and
Clearance Specification Chart for selective snap ring thicknesses and part numbers.

Install the No. 7 intermediate one-way clutch large thrust washer, aligning the (A) tabs with the
(B) notches.

NOTE: The top and bottom end caps are identical.
Install the bottom end cap.

NOTE: The (A) lip on the intermediate one-way clutch must face upward.
Install the (A) intermediate one-way clutch over the inner race. Install the (B) top end cap.

NOTE: The shoulder on the outer race must face upward.
NOTE: When installed, the outer race must rotate counterclockwise.
Install the intermediate one-way clutch outer race.

NOTE: Lightly lubricate the thrust washer with petroleum jelly to hold it in place during
assembly.
Install the No. 8A intermediate brake drum thrust washer, engaging the (A) tabs with the
(B) slots.
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Forward Clutch Assembly

Special Tool(s)
Lip Seal Protector
307-068 (T77L-77548-A)

O-Ring Tool
100-010 (T71P-19703-C)

Forward Clutch Assembly, Disassembled View

Item

Part
Number

Description
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1

7D019

Forward Clutch Cylinder Seals

2

7F374

Forward Clutch Needle Thrust Bearing Assy
(No. 8B)

3

7A360

Forward Clutch Cylinder

4

7A548

Forward Clutch Piston, Inner Seal

5

7A548

Forward Clutch Piston, Outer Seal

6

7A262

Forward Clutch Piston

7

7D256

Forward Clutch Piston Apply Ring

8

7B070

Forward Clutch Piston Return Spring

9

377127-S

Forward Clutch Piston Return Spring Retaining
Ring

10

7B066

Forward Clutch Pressure Plate — Bottom

11

7E085

Forward Clutch Pressure Spring

12

7B442

Forward Clutch External Spline, Plate — Steel

13

7B164

Forward Clutch Internal Spline Plates —
Friction

14

7B066

Forward Clutch Pressure Plate — Top

15

377127-S

Forward Clutch Pressure Plate Retaining Ring
(Selective Fit)

16

7D234

Forward Clutch Thrust Bearing (No. 9A)

Disassembly
Remove the No. 9A forward clutch thrust bearing.

Remove the No. 8B forward clutch needle bearing assembly.

Remove the 2 interlocking cast iron forward clutch cylinder seals.

Remove the selective forward clutch pressure plate retaining ring.

NOTE: Tag the parts for identification during installation.
Remove the (A) top forward clutch pressure plate, the (B) clutch pack, the (C) forward
clutch pressure spring and the (D) bottom forward clutch pressure plate.

Remove the forward clutch piston return spring retaining ring.

Remove the forward clutch piston return spring.

Remove the forward clutch piston apply ring.

Using compressed air, remove the forward clutch piston.

Remove the outer forward clutch piston seal.

Using the O-Ring Tool, remove the forward clutch piston inner seal.

Inspect the clutch cylinder thrust surfaces, piston bore, and clutch plate splines for scores, burrs
or wear. Replace the clutch cylinder if it is badly scored or damaged.
Check the fluid passage in the clutch cylinder for obstructions. Clean out all fluid passages.
Inspect clutch piston for scores and replace, if necessary. Inspect the check balls for
freedom of movement.
Check the clutch release spring for distortion and cracks. Replace the spring if it is distorted or
cracked.
Inspect the friction clutch plates, steel clutch plates, and clutch pressure plate for worn or
scored surfaces. Replace all parts that are scored, burred or burnt.
Check the clutch plates for flatness and wear on the clutch hub splines. Discard any plate that
does not slide freely on the splines or that is not flat.
Check the clutch hub thrust surfaces for scores and the clutch hub splines for wear. Replace all
worn parts.
Assembly
NOTE: Soak the clutch plates for 15 minutes in clean Motorcraft MERCON® Multi-Purpose
Automatic Transmission Fluid XT-2-QDX or MERCON® equivalent.
Install the forward clutch piston inner seal.

Inspect the forward clutch piston check ball.
Check for freedom of movement and proper seating.
Clean with a suitable solvent, if necessary.
Replace the forward clutch piston assembly, if necessary.

NOTE: Make sure the seal lip is facing upward.
Install the forward clutch piston outer seal.

Install the (A) forward clutch piston with the (B) Lip Seal Protector.

Install the (A) steel forward clutch piston apply ring into the (B) forward clutch piston groove.

CAUTION: To ensure durability, the notch between the spring fingers must be
positioned so that both ends of the forward clutch piston apply ring are visible.
Install the forward clutch piston return spring, with the (A) spring fingers against the (B)
forward clutch piston apply ring. Make sure the (C) notch is positioned so that both ends of
the (D) forward clutch piston apply ring are visible.

Install the forward clutch piston return spring retaining ring. Make sure it is properly seated in
the groove.

Install the (A) bottom forward clutch pressure plate with beveled face downward, the (B)
forward clutch pressure spring, the (C) clutch pack, and the (D) top forward clutch pressure
plate.

Install the selective forward clutch pressure plate retaining ring.

Check the stack-up clearance.
Using a feeler gauge, check the stack-up clearance in three places, 120 degrees apart.
If the clearance is not to specification, install the correct selective forward clutch
pressure plate retaining ring and recheck the clearance. Refer to the Clutch Plate
Usage and Clearance Specification Chart for selective snap ring thicknesses and
part numbers.

NOTE: Lightly lubricate the needle bearing with petroleum jelly to hold it in place during
assembly.
NOTE: The bearing large inner diameter radius must face inward.
Install the No. 8B forward clutch needle bearing.

NOTE: Stagger the interlocking opening on the seals 180 degrees apart.
Install the two new cast iron forward clutch cylinder seals in the grooves.

NOTE: Lightly lubricate the thrust bearing with petroleum jelly to hold it in place during
assembly.
NOTE: The black side of the bearing must face upward.
Install the No. 9A forward clutch thrust bearing.
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Output Shaft—Check

Special Tool(s)
Drive Sprocket Speed Sensor
Wheel Installation Spacer
307-388

Remover/Replacer Tube
308-025 (T75L-7025-C)

Disassembly
CAUTION: Build-up of contamination can block the flow of lubricant behind the
cup plug and cause transmission assembly damage.
NOTE: The (A) anti-seepage seal is intended for shipping purposes only. It is not
necessary to remove and reuse this seal when replacing the output shaft (7060).
NOTE: The output shaft cannot be disassembled and must be replaced if damaged.

Inspect the output shaft for wear. Make sure the (B) cup plug orifice and lube passages
through output shaft are clean and free of debris. Replace as required.
Inspect the bearing surfaces of the output shaft for wear or scores. If excessive wear or scores
are found, replace output shaft and inspect mating components.
Check the splines on the output shaft for wear. Replace the output shaft if the splines are
excessively worn. Inspect all the bushings for wear. Replace if worn or damaged.
Inspect the output shaft for damage and replace as necessary.
Inspect the output shaft.
Inspect the edges and the top of the output shaft drive sprocket speed sensor wheel, if
equipped.
Inspect the park gear.

NOTE: The park gear and output shaft drive sprocket speed sensor wheel will require
removal/replacement if damaged.
If required, use an arbor press to remove the park gear. Remove the park gear.

NOTE: If you are replacing only the output shaft drive sprocket speed sensor wheel, the park
gear will need to be removed first.
If required, remove the output shaft drive sprocket speed sensor wheel (if equipped).

Assembly
NOTE: If any damage is found to the output shaft drive sprocket wheel it must be replaced.
If removed, using the arbor press to install the park gear, press the park gear onto the output
shaft until it stops at the shoulder on the output shaft.

If removed, install the output shaft drive sprocket speed sensor wheel using the installation
tool.
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Forward Planet Assembly
Disassembly
NOTE: Individual parts of the planet assemblies are not repairable.
1. Remove the No. 9B forward clutch thrust bearing.

2. Remove the No. 10A forward planet assembly thrust bearing.
 The pins and shafts in the plant assemblies should be checked for loose fit/damage.
Use a new planet assembly if either condition exist.
 Inspect the pinion gears for damaged or excessively worn teeth.
 Check for free rotation of the pinion gears.
 Check for damage in the overdrive planet assembly.

Assembly
1. Follow the removal procedure in reverse order.
 Lightly lubricate the thrust bearing with petroleum jelly to hold it in place during
assembly.



The No. 9B thrust bearing must be installed with the notched inner race facing
outward.
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Input Shell
Disassembly
1. Remove and discard the forward/reverse sun gear retaining ring.

2. Remove the No. 14 input shell thrust washer (7D066).

3. Remove the forward/reverse sun gear.

Assembly
Follow the removal procedure in reverse order.
1
1

Install the sun gear with the lube hole between the stand-off pads on the input shell.
Use care not to overextend the new retaining ring.
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Reverse Planet Assembly
Disassembly
NOTE: Individual parts of the planet assemblies are not repairable.
Remove the No.11 rear reverse planet thrust washer.

Remove the No. 10B front reverse planet thrust washer.

The pins and shafts in the planet assemblies should be checked for loose fit/damage.
Use a new planet assembly if either condition exists.
Inspect the pinion gears for damaged or excessively worn teeth.
Check for free rotation of the pinion gears.
Check for damage in the overdrive planet assembly.

Assembly
Follow the removal procedure in reverse order.
Lightly lubricate the thrust washers with petroleum jelly to hold them in place during
assembly.
The tabs on the thrust washers must engage the slots on the reverse planet (7D006)
assembly when installed.
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Low One-Way Clutch Assembly
Low/Reverse One-Way Clutch Assembly and Piston, Disassembled View

Item

Part
Number

Description

1

387031-S

Output Shaft Retaining Ring

2

7A153

Output Shaft Ring Gear

3

7D164

Output Shaft Hub

4

377132-S

Retaining Ring

5

7B067

Reverse Clutch Hub

6

7A089

Low One-Way Clutch Assy

7

7G178

Low/Reverse One-Way Clutch Inner Race and
Thrust Bearing Assy No. 12

8

7D406

Reverse Clutch Return Spring Assembly

9

7D404

Reverse Clutch Piston Inner Lip Seal

10

7D403

Reverse Clutch Piston Outer Lip Seal

11

7D402

Disassembly
Remove the output shaft 7653 and the No. 12 thrust bearing.
Remove the ring gear.
Remove the bearing.

If necessary, remove the low one-way clutch (17 roller) assembly by rotating it
counterclockwise to unlock the tabs.

Inspect the following:
Reverse clutch hub thrust surfaces for scores.
Reverse clutch hub splines for wear.
Outer and inner low/reverse one-way clutch race for scores and damaged surface areas
where rollers contact races.
Rollers and springs for excessive wear or damage.
Spring and cage.
Assembly
Follow the removal procedure in reverse order.
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Reverse Clutch Piston
Disassembly
Remove the reverse clutch piston outer lip seal.

Remove the reverse clutch piston inner lip seal.

Assembly
Follow the removal procedure in reverse order.
Make sure the lip on the seal faces the back side of the piston.
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Torque Converter Service And Replacement
The 7902 must be replaced if one or more of the following statements are true:
A torque converter malfunction has been determined based on the complete diagnostic
procedures.
Converter stud(s), impeller hub or bushing is damaged.
Discoloration of the torque converter (due to overheating).
The 7902 is found to be out of specification when performing one of the following
torque converter checks:
One-Way Clutch Check
End Play Check
Stator to Turbine Interference Check
Stator to Impeller Interference Check
Torque Converter Leak Check
Evidence of transmission assembly or fluid contamination due to the following
transmission or converter failure modes:
major metallic failure
multiple clutches or clutch plate failures
sufficient component wear which results in metallic contamination.
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Torque Converter Cleaning And Inspection
If the torque converter is being replaced, continue with Sub step 2 of Step 2.
If the torque converter is not being replaced the following procedures must be carried out:
The torque converter must be thoroughly cleaned.
Torque converter with drain plugs may be cleaned by using a suitable torque
converter/fluid cooler cleaner.
Torque converter without drain plugs may be cleaned by hand. Partially fill the
torque converter using only the recommended transmission fluid for the
applicable transmission. Hand-agitate the torque converter and then
thoroughly drain the fluid. Refill the torque converter with new fluid
specified for the transmission, and reinstall.
NOTE: 5.4L applications still use the in-tank coolers. The oil-to-air (OTA) cooler will
be used as an auxiliary cooler for this application only. Vehicles equipped with
5.4L only.
The OTA cooler must be replaced when contamination is present in the
transmission. Do not try to clean or backflush the OTA cooler or the contamination
may be reintroduced into the transmission, causing transmission assembly damage;
refer to Section 307-02 for replacement of the OTA.
The in-tank and auxiliary coolers must be thoroughly cleaned by forward and
backward flushing; refer to the Transmission Fluid Cooler — Backflushing and
Cleaning in this section.
The cooler lines must be thoroughly cleaned by backward and forward flushing. For
additional information, refer to Transmission Fluid Cooler — Backflushing and
Cleaning in this section.
All cooler bypass valves (CBV), if equipped, must be thoroughly cleaned. For
additional information, refer to Cooler Bypass Valve Assembly in this section.
Carry out the Transmission Fluid Cooler Flow Test. For additional information, refer to
the Transmission Fluid Cooler — Backflushing and Cleaning in this section.
If the transmission cooling system fails the Transmission Fluid Cooler Flow Test, the
fluid cooler (OTA), cooler bypass valve, and/or cooler lines must be replaced. For
additional information, refer to Section 307-02.

If the coolers or cooler bypass valve are to be replaced use only factory-approved
service parts. For additional information, refer to Section 303-03.
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Torque Converter Flushing

Special Tool(s)
Torque Converter/Transmission
Oil Cooler Cleaner
307-F011 (014-00028) or
equivalent

CAUTION: Mineral spirits used to clean the torque converter must be fresh, nonchlorinated and non-halogenated.
Following the instructions included with the Torque Converter/Transmission Oil Cooler
Cleaner, flush the 7902.
After flushing, drain the remainder of the solvent through the converter drain plug.
Add 1.9 liter (2 qt.) of clean MERCON® Multi-Purpose Automatic Transmission Fluid XT-2QDX or equivalent MERCON® approved fluid into the converter fluid filler tube and
agitate by hand.
Thoroughly drain the solution.
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Torque Converter Leak Check

Special Tool(s)
Torque Converter Leak Check
Tool and Gasket
307-F015 (014-R1075) or
equivalent

Clean the outside surface of the 7902.
Install the Torque Converter Leak Check Tool and Gasket into the converter hub.

WARNING: ALWAYS FOLLOW PROPER SAFETY PROCEDURES WHILE
USING THE PRESS.
Install the 7902 with the installed leak check tool into the Arbor press.
Secure the press. Apply enough force from the press to seal the tool into the 7902.

NOTE: Use clean, dry shop air.
Apply air pressure to the valve on the leak check tool.

With air pressure applied to the valve, inspect for leaks at the converter hub, the seams and the
studs. A soap bubble solution can be applied around those areas to aid in the diagnosis. If
any leaks are present, replace the converter.

Remove the air hose. Release the pressure, and then slowly release the press. Remove the
converter. Remove the tool.
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Torque Converter Impeller to Pump Stator Interference Check
CAUTION: To perform this check, do not use the pump stator support which will
be installed in the transmission. Damage to the pump stator support, front pump seal
or front pump stator seal may occur.
NOTE: Obtain a scrapped pump. Remove the stator support. This can be used as a
permanent tool to perform this check.
Position the stator support with the splines up.
Mount the (A) torque converter on the (B) stator support so that the splines on the one-way
clutch inner race engage the mating splines of the stator support.

CAUTION: On diesel applications the 7902 with multi plate clutches may rattle and
make some scraping noises. This is normal.
Hold the stator support stationary and rotate the 7902 counterclockwise.
The 7902 should rotate freely, with no signs of scraping.
If there are signs of scraping, replace the 7902.
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Torque Converter Turbine to Pump Stator Interference Check
Position the 7902 with the converter hub up.
Install a pump stator support, engaging the mating splines of the stator support shaft.

Install the 7017, engaging the splines with the turbine hub.

Hold the stator support stationary and attempt to rotate the turbine with the 7017.
The turbine and lockup clutch assemblies should rotate in both directions, without any
signs of interference or metallic scraping noise.

If interference exists, the stator front thrust washer may be worn, allowing the stator to hit the
turbine. In such cases, the torque converter must be replaced.
Check the converter crankshaft pilot for nicks or damaged surfaces that could cause
interference when installing the torque converter into the crankshaft pilot. Check
the converter front impeller hub for nicks or sharp edges that would damage the
pump seal.
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Torque Converter One-Way Clutch Check

Special Tool(s)
Converter Clutch Holding Tool
307-067 (T77L-7902-R)

Converter Clutch Torquing
Tool
307-062 (T76L-7902-C)

Insert the Converter Clutch Holding Tool in one of the grooves in the stator thrust washer.

Install the Converter Clutch Torquing Tool in the converter pump drive.

Using (A) torque wrench, turn the (B) Converter Clutch Torquing Tool counterclockwise while
holding the (C) Converter Clutch Holding Tool.
The converter one-way clutch should lock up and hold the specified torque.
The torque converter one-way clutch should rotate freely in the clockwise direction.
Try the clutch for lockup and hold in at least five positions.
If the clutch fails to lock up and hold the specified torque, replace the 7902.
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Special Tool(s)
Dial Indicator with Bracketry
100-002 (TOOL-4201-C) or
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End Play Checking Tool
307-071 (T80L-7902-A)
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Install the End Play Checking Tool.
Insert the End Play Checking Tool fully into the torque converter pump drive.
Tighten until the inner post of tool is securely locked.

Attach the Dial Indicator with Bracketry to the End Play Checking Tool.
Position the (A) indicator button between the ridges on the converter housing and zero
the (B) dial.

Lift up on the End Play Checking Tool as far as it will move and note the dial indicator
reading.
If the reading exceeds end play limits, replace the 7902.
Torque Converter End Play
New or Rebuilt Torque Converter Used Torque Converter
Engine

mm

Inch

0.35- 0.96

0.014- 0.038

1.8 Max.

0.071 Max.

7.3L DI Diesel 0.60- 1.21

0.024- 0.048

2.0 Max.

0.079 Max.

Gas

mm

Inch

Remove the dial indicator and tool.
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Car/Truck Engine Repair Stand
014-00106 or Equivalent

Remover/Installer, Clutch
Drum
307-436

Clutch Spring Compressor
307-015 (T65L-77515-A)

Depth Micrometer
303-D026 (D80P-4201-A) or
equivalent

Extension Housing Seal
Replacer
307-380 or 307-013 (T61L7657-B)(Model Dependent)
Oil Filler Tube Replacer
307-376
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O-Ring Tool
100-010 (T71P-19703-C)

Shift Lever Oil Seal Installer
307-050 (T74P-77498-A)

Torque Converter Handles
307-091 (T81P-7902-C)

TRS Alignment Gauge
307-351 (T97P-70010-A)

Clutch Assembly Loading
Fixture
307-S383 (Model Dependent)

Extension Housing Bushing
Replacer
307-063 (T77L-7697-C) or
307-381 (Model Dependent)
Clutch Spring Fixture
307-S223 (T89T-70010-C) or
164-R6302

NOTE: Soak all friction clutch plates in clean MERCON® Multi-Purpose (ATF) Transmission
Fluid XT-2-QDX or equivalent meeting Ford specification MERCON®.
NOTE: Prior to installation, lightly lubricate all O-ring seals with clean MERCON® MultiPurpose (ATF) Transmission Fluid XT-2-QDX or equivalent meeting Ford specification
MERCON®.

NOTE: Lightly lubricate all thrust washers with petroleum jelly to hold them in place during
assembly.
Mount the (A) case to the (B) Car/Truck Engine Repair Stand.

If removed, install the (A) short fluid inlet tube using the (B) Oil Filler Tube Replacer.

CAUTION: If equipped, use care not to misalign the 7D402 in the case bore.
NOTE: Coat the reverse clutch piston seals with petroleum jelly.
Install the reverse clutch piston in the case until it is fully seated in the case.

NOTE: Clock position is viewed looking into the converter housing with the top of the
transmission in the 12 o'clock position.
Install the (A) reverse clutch return spring assembly and the (B) low/reverse one-way
clutch inner race with the (C) lubrication hole on the face in the 5 o'clock position.

Install two 5/16-24 x 3 inch bolts with nuts in to the low/reverse one way clutch inner race.
Hold the nut.
Turn the bolt to compress the low/reverse piston return spring.

Install three of the one-way clutch inner race bolts and remove the two 5/16-24 x 3 bolts.

NOTE: Alternate tightening bolts from one side to the other (not in a circle).
Install the remaining bolts retaining the low/reverse one-way clutch inner race to the case.

NOTE: When the reverse clutch and the low one-way clutch are installed, the reverse clutch
should rotate clockwise. The one-way clutch will hold and not let the clutch hub rotate
counterclockwise.
Install the reverse clutch hub and the low one-way clutch assembly over the low/reverse
one-way clutch inner race by pressing the hub inward and rotating it clockwise to seat
fully.

CAUTION: The number of plates is model-dependent.
NOTE: No stack-up clearance measurement is required.
NOTE: Clock position is viewed looking into the converter housing with the top of the
case in the 12 o'clock position.
Install the (A) cushion spring; the (B) reverse clutch pack, starting with an external spline
steel plate and alternating with internal splined friction plates; the (C) reverse clutch
pressure plate; and the (D) reverse clutch pressure plate retainer snap ring, with the (E) ring
opening between the 12 o'clock and 3 o'clock positions.

NOTE: Apply petroleum jelly to the No. 13 parking gear bearing to hold it in place.
Install the No. 13 parking gear bearing.

CAUTION: If equipped, use care not to damage the output shaft drive sprocket
speed sensor wheel. This will cause incorrect reading of the output shaft speed sensor
(OSS) which will cause a repeat repair.
NOTE: The output shaft and drive sprocket speed sensor wheel are model-dependent.
Install the output shaft.

NOTE: Lubricate the thrust bearing with petroleum jelly to hold it in place during assembly.
Install the (A) No. 12 thrust bearing onto the (B) rear surface of the hub assembly.

Install the output shaft ring gear assembly.

WARNING: Do not overextend the output shaft retaining ring during installation.
Make sure the output shaft retaining ring is securely seated in the groove.
Install the new output shaft retaining ring onto the output shaft.

Install the reverse planet assembly.
Install the No. 11 thrust washer.
Install the reverse planet.
Install the No. 10B thrust washer.

Install the reverse planet retaining ring into the reverse clutch hub, making sure the retaining
ring is fully seated.

NOTE: Tabs on the thrust washer must engage the slots on the intermediate brake drum.
NOTE: Lightly lubricate the thrust washer with petroleum jelly to hold it in place during
assembly.
Verify the No. 8A intermediate brake drum thrust washer is installed.

NOTE: The large outer diameter radius of the needle bearing must be installed facing inward.
NOTE: Lightly lubricate the needle bearing with petroleum jelly to hold it in place during
assembly.
Verify the No. 8B forward clutch needle bearing is installed.

Install the (A) forward clutch cylinder assembly onto the (B) intermediate brake drum by
rotating it until fully seated.

NOTE: Lightly lubricate the thrust bearing with petroleum jelly to hold it in place during
assembly.
Verify the No. 9A forward clutch thrust bearing is installed (black side facing up).

NOTE: Lightly lubricate the thrust washer with petroleum jelly to hold it in place during
assembly.
Place the (A) No. 8C forward clutch hub thrust washer onto the (B) forward hub and ring
gear assembly.

Place the (A) forward hub and ring gear assembly into the (B) intermediate brake drum and
forward clutch cylinder assemblies.

NOTE: Lightly lubricate the thrust bearing with petroleum jelly to hold it in place during
assembly.
Verify the No. 10A forward planet assembly thrust bearing is installed.

Place the (A) forward planet assembly into the (B) forward hub and ring gear assembly.

NOTE: The thrust bearing notched inner race must face outward and the large outer diameter
radius must face inward.
Verify the No. 9B forward clutch thrust bearing is installed.

Align the (A) notch with the (B) lug and position the (C) input shell onto the (D) intermediate
brake drum. Rotate the input shell until fully seated.

WARNING: When installing the special tool, the hooks on the crossbar must engage
the notches on the input shell to prevent injury or damage.
Using the special tool, lower the direct clutch, forward clutch and input shell as an
assembly into the case.

Install the intermediate band with the (A) ear resting on the (B) anchor pin.

NOTE: Prior to installation, lightly lubricate the piston seal with clean MERCON® MultiPurpose (ATF) Transmission Fluid XT-2-QDX or equivalent meeting Ford specification
MERCON®.
Gently press the intermediate band servo assembly piston into the case bore.

NOTE: Clock position is viewed looking into the converter housing with the top of the
transmission in the 12 o'clock position.
Install the (A) intermediate clutch pressure plate; the (B) intermediate clutch pack, starting
with an internal spline plate and alternating with external spline plates; and the (C)
intermediate clutch pressure apply plate, with blank area (no teeth) in the 6 o'clock and 12
o'clock positions.

NOTE: The following stack-up check measurement indicates not only the amount of space
existing between the center support assembly and the intermediate brake drum, it also will
indicate if the unit has been properly built to this point.
Hold the (A) thrust washer against the (B) center support assembly. Extend the (C) probe
of the (D) Depth Micrometer into the (E) hole until flush with the (F) No. 6 center support
thrust washer surface. Record this as (G) reading 1.

CAUTION: Do not misalign the center support in the case bore. This can damage
the case bore.
NOTE: Make sure the No. 6 center support thrust washer is on the center support prior to
installation.
Install the (A) center support assembly with the (B) feed holes aligned.

Extend the (A) probe of the (B) Depth Micrometer into the hole in the (C) center support
assembly until flush with the (D) No. 6 center support thrust washer. Record this as (E)
reading 2.

Subtract (A) reading 1 from (B) reading 2. Record this as reading 3. If the final dimension is
outside specified limits, this indicates improper assembly.

CAUTION: Do not tighten the bolts at this time. This could cause transmission
failure.
Install the new feedbolts.

NOTE: Clock position is viewed looking into the converter housing with the top of the case in
the 12 o'clock position.
Install the (A) intermediate clutch return spring with the dished surface inward and one (B)
spring leg in the 6 o'clock position.

CAUTION: Do not misalign the intermediate/overdrive cylinder assembly. This can
damage the case bore.
Install the (A) intermediate/overdrive cylinder assembly with the (B) feed holes aligned.

NOTE: Clock position is viewed looking into the converter housing with the top of the
transmission in the 12 o'clock position.
Position the (A) intermediate/overdrive cylinder retaining ring over the
intermediate/overdrive cylinder with the (B) ring opening in the 6 o'clock position to allow
proper fluid drainback.

Install the Clutch Spring Fixture.
Install the Clutch Spring Fixture.
Rotate the tool clockwise to lock in place.
Tighten the handle.

CAUTION: Make sure the snap ring is fully seated into the case. Transmission
failure could occur.
NOTE: Clock position is viewed looking into the converter housing with the top of the
transmission in the 12 o'clock position.
Seat the intermediate/overdrive cylinder retaining ring into the case ring groove with the
ring opening in the 6 o'clock position.

CAUTION: Do not tighten the bolts at this time. Transmission failure could occur.
Install new intermediate/overdrive cylinder feedbolt.

Loosen the center bolt and remove the Clutch Spring Fixture.

NOTE: On coast clutch assemblies having PTO ring gear, the overdrive clutch plates must be
installed prior to coast clutch assembly.
NOTE: The number of plates in the clutch pack is model-dependent.
NOTE: Clock position is viewed looking into the converter housing with the top of the
transmission in the 12 o'clock position.
Install the (A) overdrive clutch pack starting with a steel plate and alternating with friction
plates. Install the overdrive clutch pressure plate with the (B) dot facing outward and in the
12 o'clock position.

NOTE: Clock position is viewed looking into the converter housing with the top of the
transmission in the 12 o'clock position.
Install the overdrive clutch pressure plate retainer snap ring with the ring opening in the 6
o'clock position.

Check the stack-up clearance.
Using a feeler gauge, check the stack-up clearance in 3 places, 120 degrees apart.
If the clearance is not to specification, install the correct selective overdrive clutch
pressure plate retainer snap ring and recheck the clearance. Refer to the Clutch Plate
Usage and Clearance Specification Chart for selective snap ring thicknesses and
part numbers.

Install the coast clutch assembly.

NOTE: Lightly lubricate the gasket with petroleum jelly to hold it in place during assembly.
Install the new (A) pump gasket, aligning the (B) gasket and case holes.

Install the (A) input shaft with long splined end first. Install the (B) aligning pin.

NOTE: The No. 1 pump thrust washer is model dependent.
NOTE: Lightly lubricate the thrust washer and bearing with petroleum jelly to hold it in
place during assembly.
Verify the (A) No. 1 pump thrust washer and the (B) No. 2A overdrive sun gear thrust
bearing are installed.

CAUTION: Pump assemblies are model-dependent. Using the wrong pump will
cause transmission failure.
CAUTION: Fully seat the front pump assembly using hand pressure only. Do
not use bolts to draw the front pump assembly into the case.
CAUTION: Tighten the bolts alternately to avoid possible damage.
NOTE: Clock position is viewed looking into the converter housing with the top of the
case in the 12 o'clock position.
Install the (A) front pump assembly with the (B) filter inlet tube bore in the 6 o'clock
position. Fully seat the front pump assembly using hand pressure only. When the pump is
fully seated, remove the (C) aligning pin.

CAUTION: Discard the old washers.
Install the bolts with new rubber-coated washers. Tighten the bolts alternately in a
crisscross pattern.

CAUTION: Remove the input shaft prior to rotating the case.
Remove the input shaft.

Using the (A) Shift Lever Oil Seal Installer, install the (B) manual control lever seal.

The manual levers are model-dependent; refer to the parts catalog for correct parts.
Non power take-off (PTO).
(PTO) equipped.

Install the manual control lever shaft assembly.
Install the manual control lever shaft assembly.
Install and seat the manual lever shaft retaining pin below the case surface.
NOTE: Use a crescent wrench on the manual control lever or outer flats of the manual
control lever shaft assembly when installing the inner manual valve detent lever
nut.
Install the (A) parking pawl actuating rod, the (B) inner manual valve detent lever
and the (C) nut onto the manual control lever shaft assembly.
NOTE: The manual control valve detent lever spring must be on the inner manual
valve detent lever and the detent lever pin must align with the manual shift valve.
Install the (F) manual control valve detent lever spring and the (G) bolt.

Install the park pawl.
Install the parking pawl shaft.
Install the parking pawl.
Install the pawl return spring.

CAUTION: The Torx®-head screw has a thread-locking compound. If the screw is
removed, it must be discarded and a new one installed.
If removed, install the parking pawl abutment with a new Torx®-head screw.

NOTE: Make sure the dimple on the parking guide support plate is facing inward and the
parking pawl actuating rod is in the parking rod support plate slot.
Install the (A) parking rod guide plate with the (B) bolts.

Install a new orifice lube plug. Using a 12 mm (0.48 in) socket, tap the orifice lube plug into
the back of the transmission.

Check to make sure that the orifice lube plug is fully seated into the back of the transmission.

NOTE: The extension must have a shoulder or a boss cast in it to hold the orifice lube plug in
the back of the case. If the wrong extension housing is used the plug will fall out and cause
transmission failure.
Inspect the extension housing for the correct application.

NOTE: Lightly lubricate the gasket with petroleum jelly to hold it in place during assembly.
Install a new extension housing gasket.
Inspect the extension housing for the correct shoulder casted in it.
Install a new extension housing gasket.

Install the (A) extension housing, the 8 (B) bolts, and the (C) stud.

CAUTION: Prior to installing the extension housing bushing, inspect the extension
housing counter bore for burrs. If necessary, remove the burrs with an oil stone.
Damage to the new bushing may occur.
NOTE: Extension housing bushing is model dependent; refer to the parts catalog for
correct part.
Align the extension housing bushing in the extension housing so that the slots are in the 2
o'clock and 7 o'clock position. Using the Extension Housing Bushing Replacer, install the
extension housing bushing.

NOTE: Extension seal is model dependent; refer to parts catalog.
Using the (A) Extension Housing Seal Replacer, install a new (B) extension housing seal.

Tighten the center support assembly, and the intermediate/overdrive cylinder assembly
feedbolts.

NOTE: The steel EPC check ball has a 0.25-inch diameter and is smaller than the other check
balls.
Install the (A) spring and the (B) steel EPC check ball.

CAUTION: Use care not to damage the rubber check balls.
Install the 8 rubber check balls.

CAUTION: Refer to the parts catalog for proper gasket. Using the incorrect gasket
will cause damage to transmission.
Install a new separating plate-to-case gasket on the separating plate.

NOTE: Check the placement of the steel EPC check ball under separator plate.
Install the valve body separator plate.

Install the (A) separating plate reinforcing plate, with the stamped word UP visible, and install
the (B) bolts.

CAUTION: Refer to the Parts Catalog for the proper gasket. Using the incorrect
gasket will cause damage to the transmission.
Install a new main control-to-separating plate gasket.

Install the solenoid screen assembly by pushing it in and rotating it to lock.

NOTE: Prior to installing the solenoid body assembly, coat the case connector bore with
petroleum jelly or equivalent.
Install the (A) solenoid body assembly with the (B) nut and the (C) Torx® head bolts
finger-tight.

Install the (A) main control valve body, aligning the (B) manual shift valve with the (C) inner
manual valve detent lever. Install the (D) nuts and the (E) bolts finger-tight.

Install the (A) accumulator body with the (B) nuts and the (C) bolts finger-tight.

Tighten all accumulator body, upper and lower control body and solenoid body nuts and bolts.

CAUTION: Do not reuse the old filter and seal assembly.
NOTE: Prior to installation, lightly lubricate the fluid filter seal with clean MERCON®
Multi-Purpose (ATF) Transmission Fluid XT-2-QDX or equivalent meeting Ford
specification MERCON®.
Install a new filter and seal assembly by pressing it into place.

Place the transmission pan magnet on the dimple in the bottom of the transmission fluid pan.

CAUTION: Do not discard the gasket. Clean, inspect and reuse unless damaged.
This is a reusable gasket.
Install the (A) gasket, the (B) transmission fluid pan and the 20 (C) bolts.

With the transmission in NEUTRAL, install and adjust the digital transmission range (TR)
sensor.
Install the digital TR sensor.
Loosely install the bolts.

Install the TRS Alignment Tool.

Tighten the bolts.

CAUTION: Make sure the cooler bypass valve (CBV) has been cleaned and flushed;
refer to disassembly and assembly of subassembly.
CAUTION: Make sure the four rubber-coated sealing washers are placed
properly on the CBV fittings.
If not done previously, apply sealer to case inlet and outlet fitting threads.
Threadlock and Sealer E0AZ-19554-AA or equivalent meeting Ford specification
WSK-M2G351-A5.
CAUTION: Do not over-tighten.
Install the CBV with the front (inlet) and the rear (outlet) cooler line case fitting.

CAUTION: Use care when installing the sensor, damage to the O-ring could result
in a leak. After lubricating and installing the sensor do not roll the transmission on
the bench or damage to the sensor connector or body could result.
If removed install the output shaft speed (OSS) sensor.
Lubricate and install the output shaft speed (OSS) sensor.
Install the bolt.

CAUTION: Use care when installing the sensor, damage to the O-ring could result
in a leak. After lubricating and installing the sensor do not roll the transmission on
the bench or damage to the sensor connector or body could result.
If removed install the turbine shaft sensor (TSS).
Lubricate and install the turbine shaft sensor (TSS).
Install the bolt.

NOTE: The input shaft is model-dependent; refer to the parts catalog.
With the fluid pan facing down, install the input shaft with the long splined end first.

CAUTION: Do not damage the fluid pump gear O-ring when installing torque
converter.
CAUTION: Make sure the converter hub is fully engaged in the front pump
support and gear and rotates freely. Do not damage the hub seal.
CAUTION: If the torque converter slides out, the hub seal may be damaged.
Lubricate the converter hub with MERCON® Multi-Purpose (ATF) Transmission Fluid
XT-2-QDX or equivalent meeting Ford specification MERCON®.

CAUTION: Use care when installing the torque converter to avoid damage to the
front pump stator support seal.
NOTE: Check the converter crankshaft pilot for nicks or damaged surfaces that can cause
interference when installing the transmission to the engine. Check the converter impeller
hub for nicks or sharp edges that can damage the pump seal.
NOTE: Carry the torque converter with the handles held in the 6 o'clock and 12 o'clock
positions.
Using the (A) Torque Converter Handles, install the torque converter by lifting up slightly
and holding onto the (B) pilot to center the converter in the housing. Then, push and rotate
the converter onto the front pump assembly until it bottoms out.

Check the seating of the torque converter.
Place the (A) straightedge across the (B) converter housing.
Make sure there is a gap between the converter pilot face and the straightedge.
Remove the Torque Converter Handles.
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SECTION 307-01: Automatic
Transaxle/Transmission
INSTALLATION

Transmission

Special Tool(s)
Retainer, Torque Converter
307-346 (T97T-7902-A)

Material
Item

Specification

Motorcraft MERCON® MultiPurpose (ATF) Transmission
Fluid
XT-2-QDX

MERCON®

Multi-Purpose Grease
XG-4

ESRM1C159-A

Installation
All vehicles
CAUTION: Prior to the installation of the transmission, the fluid, cooler lines and
the cooler bypass valve must be cleaned. Transmission failure can occur if this
procedure is not followed.
CAUTION: A new transmission oil-to-air (OTA) cooler must be installed if the
transmission was overhauled or exchanged due to a failure of the transmission.
Transmission failure can occur if this procedure is not followed.
Inspect the wiring harness and the connectors for damage, terminal condition, corrosion
and seal integrity. Repair or install new as required.
Vehicles equipped with a transmission-mounted parking brake
If removed, install the parking brake.

Position the parking brake assembly with a new gasket on the transmission extension
housing.
Install six new bolts.

All vehicles
CAUTION: Prior to the installation of the assembly, the torque converter pilot hub
must be correctly lubricated or damage to the torque converter or the engine
crankshaft can occur.
Lubricate the torque converter pilot hub with multi-purpose grease.

Raise the transmission into place.

CAUTION: Do not use the cooler bypass valve as a handle. Damage to the cooler
bypass valve assembly can occur or damage to the case can result.
CAUTION: Be careful not to raise the transmission up too far. The sensors can
make contact with the underbody of the vehicle and cause damage to the sensors.
Sensor failure or leakage can occur.
NOTE: While raising the transmission up into the engine compartment, make sure to align
the fluid filler tube with the stub tube on the transmission, using the dipstick as a guide.
Position the transmission.

Remove the special tool.

CAUTION: Do not allow the torque converter drive flats to disengage from the
pump gear. Use care not to damage the flexplate and the converter pilot. The torque
converter must rest squarely against the flexplate, indicating the converter pilot is not
binding in the crankshaft.
NOTE: Gasoline engine shown, diesel engine similar.
While installing the transmission to the engine, align the torque converter studs with the
mounting holes in the flexplate.

Gasoline engines
Install seven transmission-to-engine bolts.

Install the new torque converter-to-flexplate nuts.
5.4L engines have four torque converter nuts.
6.8L engines have six torque converter nuts.

Install the cylinder block opening cover.

Install the flexplate inspection cover and bolts.

Install the starter motor. For additional information, refer to Section 303-06A or Section 30306B.
Diesel engines
Install six transmission-to-engine bolts.

Install new torque converter retaining nuts.

Install the flexplate inspection cover bolts.
Install the flexplate inspection cover.
Install the flexplate inspection cover bolts.

Install the starter motor. For additional information, refer to Section 303-06A or Section 30306B.
All vehicles
Connect the solenoid pack electrical connector.

Connect the digital transmission (TR) sensor connector.

Connect the turbine shaft speed (TSS) sensor and the output shaft speed (OSS) sensor.

NOTE: If the vehicle is equipped with a power take-off unit, all or part of the PTO unit will
need to be installed.
Connect the shift cable.
Install the cable housing bracket.
Install the shift cable to the manual lever.

Install the transmission fluid cooler tubes to the cooler bypass valve.

Vehicle equipped with a transmission-mounted parking brake
Position the front parking brake cable and conduit, and press the retainer into the cable bracket
until it snaps into place.

Set the adjusting clevis.
Loosen the jam nut several turns.
Position the parking brake lever in the applied position.
Tighten or loosen the adjusting clevis until the adjusting clevis hole lines up with the
parking brake lever hole, then loosen the adjusting clevis to the specification.

Install the pins, and tighten the jam nut.
Install the clevis pin through the adjusting clevis and the parking brake lever.
Install the locking pin in the clevis pin.
Tighten the jam nut.

Install the parking brake lever return spring.

4x4 vehicles
Support the extension housing with a jack stand and remove the transmission jack.

Install the transfer case. For additional information, refer to Section 308-07B.
4x2 vehicles
Install the transmission mount.

Position the crossmember to the transmission mount and loosely install the nuts.

4x2 Excursion
Install the crossmember bolts.

Install the crossmember bolts.

Reconnect the wire harness to the frame.

F-Super Duty vehicles
Install the crossmember bolts.

Install the nuts.

4x2 vehicles
Remove the transmission jack.
Tighten the nuts.

Install the rear driveshaft. For additional information, refer to Section 205-01.
Use the following guidelines for the in-line transmission fluid filter:
If the transmission was overhauled and the vehicle was equipped with an in-line fluid
filter, install a new in-line fluid filter.

If the transmission was overhauled and the vehicle was not equipped with an in-line
fluid filter, install a new in-line fluid filter kit.
If the transmission is being installed for a non-internal repair, do not install an in-line
filter or filter kit.
If installing a Ford-authorized remanufactured transmission, install the in-line
transmission fluid filter that is supplied.
Prior to lowering the vehicle, install a new in-line transmission filter or a filter kit.

Lower the vehicle.
NOTE: All gasoline vehicles will have new adaptive shift strategies. Whenever the vehicle's
battery has been disconnected for any type of service or repair, the strategy parameters
stored in the keep alive memory (KAM) will be lost. The strategy will start to relearn once
the battery is reconnected and the vehicle is driven. This is a temporary condition and will
return to normal operating condition once the powertrain control module (PCM) relearns
all the parameters from the driving conditions. There is no set time frame for this process.
If a concern is present during downshifts or converter clutch apply, it is not the fault of the
shift strategy and will require diagnosis as outlined in the workshop manual.
The customer needs to be notified that they may experience slightly different upshifts
(either soft or firm) and that this is a temporary condition and will eventually return to
normal operating condition.
Connect the battery ground cable. For additional information, refer to Section 414-01.
Fill to correct level with clean automatic transmission fluid.

SECTION 307-02:
Transaxle/Transmission Cooling

SPECIFICATIONS
DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
Transmission Cooling
Automatic Transmission with 5.4L Engine with Intank and OTA Fluid Cooler
Automatic Transmission with 5.4L, 6.8L and 7.3L Engines, with OTA Fluid Cooler
Manual Transmission
DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING
Transmission Cooling
Inspection and Verification—Automatic Transmission
Symptom Chart—Automatic Transmission
Inspection and Verification—Manual Transmission
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Transmission Fluid Cooler Flow Test—Manual Transmission
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General Specifications
Item

Specification

Fluids
Motorcraft MERCON® Multi-Purpose (ATF) Transmission Fluid XT-2-QDX.a MERCON®
a
NOTE: Refer to the dipstick and owner guide for the type of fluid required. Some fluid labels
may indicate dual usage such as MERCON® and MERCON® V. Never use dual usage fluids in
transmissions that use only MERCON® type fluid. Only use dual usage fluids in transmissions
that require MERCON® V transmission fluid.
NOTE: Using a transmission fluid that indicates a dual usage (MERCON® and MERCON® V)
in a transmission application requiring MERCON®, may cause transmission damage. Use of any
fluid other then the recommended fluid can cause transmission damage.

Torque Specifications
Description

Nm lb-ft

Bolts retaining the OTA transmission fluid cooler to the frame 20

15

Bolts retaining the air deflector to the frame

15

11

Bolts retaining the skid plate to the frame (4x4 only)

15

11

Fluid cooler tube-to-intank fluid tube connector assembly

27

20

Front cooler line case fitting-to-automatic transmission case

30

22

Rear cooler line case fitting-to-automatic transmission case

37

27

Fluid cooler tube-to-cooler line case fitting

27

20

SECTION 307-02: Transaxle/Transmission
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Transmission Cooling

Automatic Transmission with 5.4L Engine with Intank and OTA Fluid Cooler
The automatic transmission fluid cooling system consists of:
an intank fluid cooler inlet tube (7A030)
a non-repairable intank transmission fluid cooler
an oil-to-air (OTA) fluid cooler inlet tube (7F113)
an OTA transmission fluid cooler (7A095)
an OTA fluid cooler return tube (7F112)
a fluid cooler return tube (7A031)
hose clamps
The transmission fluid flows from the transmission front fitting, to the intank transmission fluid
cooler, to the OTA transmission fluid cooler, and returns to the transmission rear fitting.
CAUTION: Do not attempt to backflush and clean the OTA transmission fluid cooler.
Install a new OTA transmission fluid cooler as part of a transmission overhaul or exchange.
Failure to follow these directions may result in transmission damage.
For fluid cooler flow testing, and backflushing and cleaning procedures, refer to Section 307-01.
Automatic Transmission Fluid Cooling System with 5.4L Engine with Intank and OTA Fluid Coolers

Item

Part Number

Description

1

7A095

OTA transmission fluid cooler

2

—

Fluid outlet

3

7F112

OTA fluid cooler return tube

4

—

Fluid inlet

5

7F113

OTA fluid cooler inlet tube

6

7N291

Fluid cooler tube bracket

7

7A030

Intank fluid cooler inlet tube

8

7A031

Fluid cooler return tube

Automatic Transmission with 5.4L, 6.8L and 7.3L Engines, with OTA Fluid Cooler
The automatic transmission fluid cooling system consists of:
a fluid cooler inlet tube (7A030)
an oil-to-air (OTA) fluid cooler inlet tube (7F113)
an OTA transmission fluid cooler (7A095)
an OTA fluid cooler return tube (7F112)
a fluid cooler return tube (7A031)
hose clamps

The transmission fluid flows from the transmission front fitting, to the OTA transmission fluid
cooler, and returns to the transmission rear fitting.
CAUTION: Do not attempt to backflush and clean the OTA transmission fluid cooler.
Install a new OTA transmission fluid cooler as part of a transmission overhaul or exchange.
Failure to follow these directions may result in transmission damage.
Automatic Transmission Fluid Cooling System 5.4L, 6.8L and 7.3L Engines with OTA Fluid Cooler

Item

Part Number

Description

1

7A095

OTA transmission fluid cooler

2

—

Fluid inlet

3

7F113

OTA fluid cooler inlet tube

4

—

Fluid outlet

5

7F112

OTA fluid cooler return tube

6

7N291

Fluid cooler tube bracket

7

7A030

Fluid cooler inlet tube

8

7A031

Fluid cooler return tube

Manual Transmission
The manual transmission fluid cooling system consists of:
an intank fluid cooler inlet tube (7A030)

a non-repairable intank transmission fluid cooler
an intank fluid cooler return tube (7A031)
The transmission fluid flows from the transmission bottom fitting, to the intank transmission fluid
cooler, and returns to the transmission top fitting.
For fluid cooler flow testing, refer to Transmission Fluid Cooler Flow Test—Manual Transmission
in this section. For fluid cooler backflushing and cleaning, refer to Transmission Fluid Cooler —
Backflushing and Cleaning—Manual Transmission in this section.
Manual Transmission Fluid Cooling System

Item

Part Number

Description

1

—

Fluid inlet

2

—

Fluid outlet

3

7A031

Intank fluid cooler return tube

4

7A030

Intank fluid cooler inlet tube

SECTION 307-02: Transaxle/Transmission
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Transmission Cooling

Inspection and Verification—Automatic Transmission
CAUTION: Do not attempt to backflush and clean the oil-to-air (OTA) transmission
fluid cooler (7A095). Install a new OTA transmission fluid cooler as part of a transmission
overhaul or exchange. Failure to follow these directions may result in transmission damage.
CAUTION: When internal wear/damage occurs in the transmission, metal particles,
clutch plate material, and band material can travel into the torque converter, the fluid cooler
tubes, the intank transmission fluid cooler, if so equipped, and the OTA transmission fluid
cooler, if so equipped. These contaminants are a major cause of recurring transmission
concerns. To prevent future concerns, remove these contaminants from the cooling system
before placing the transmission back into use. Refer to Section 307-01 for fluid cooler flow
testing, backflushing and cleaning, torque converter cleaning and inspection, and flushing,
and cooler bypass valve (CBV) assembly (7H322) cleaning and flushing.
Visually inspect for obvious signs of mechanical damage, incorrect component installation,
and system leaks. Repair as necessary.
Install a new or remanufactured radiator when fluid is found leaking from the intank
transmission fluid cooler, if so equipped. For additional information, refer to
Section 303-03.
Install a new OTA transmission fluid cooler, if so equipped, if there is leakage from the
fluid cooler, and always as part of a transmission overhaul or exchange. For
additional information, refer to Tubes—Transmission Fluid Cooler, Automatic
Transmission in this section.
If the fault is not visually evident, proceed to the Symptom Chart.

Symptom Chart—Automatic Transmission
SYMPTOM CHART—AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Condition
Transmission
overheatin

Possible Sources
Excessive vehicle or
towing loads, severe

Action
REFER to the vehicle
specification manual for load

g

vehicle use.

and GVW/GCW information.
REFER to the Owner's Guide.

Incorrect fluid level.

CHECK and, if necessary,
ADJUST the fluid to the
correct level. REFER to
Section 307-01.

Fluid condition.

CHECK fluid condition. REFER
to Section 307-01.

Incorrect fluid type.

REFER to Specifications in this
section.

Transmission cooling
system damaged,
blocked, restricted or
installed incorrectly.

CARRY OUT the transmission
fluid cooler flow test. REFER
to Section 307-01.

Cooler bypass valve
(CBV) assembly
damaged, blocked,
restricted or installed
incorrectly.

INSPECT for damage and
restrictions. If necessary,
REFER to Cooler Bypass
Valve in this section for CBV
assembly removal and
installation. REFER to
Section 307-01 for CBV
assembly flushing and
cleaning procedure.

System leaks.

REFER to Section 307-01 for
leakage inspection
procedures.

Engine overheating.

REFER to Section 303-03.

Powertrain control system
electrical
inputs/outputs, vehicle
wiring harnesses,
powertrain control
module (PCM), torque
converter clutch
(TCC) solenoid.

CARRY OUT on-board
diagnostics. REFER to the
Powertrain Control/Emissions
Diagnosis (PC/ED) manual,
andSection 307-01.

Internal transmission
concerns.

REFER to Section 307-01.

Inspection and Verification—Manual Transmission
CAUTION: When internal wear/damage occurs in the transmission, component
material can travel into the fluid cooler tubes and the intank transmission fluid cooler.
Remove these contaminants from the cooling system before placing the transmission back
into use. Refer to Transmission Fluid Cooler Flow Test—Manual Transmission in this

section, and refer to Transmission Fluid Cooler — Backflushing and Cleaning—Manual
Transmission in this section for the procedures.
Visually inspect for obvious signs of mechanical damage, incorrect component installation,
and system leaks. Repair as necessary.
Install a new or remanufactured radiator when fluid is found leaking from the intank
transmission fluid cooler. For additional information, refer to Section 303-03.
If the fault is not visually evident, proceed to the Symptom Chart.

Symptom Chart—Manual Transmission
SYMPTOM CHART—MANUAL TRANSMISSION
Condition
Transmission
overheating

Possible Sources

Action

Excessive vehicle or
towing loads, severe
vehicle use.

REFER to the vehicle
specification manual for load
and GVW/GCW information.
REFER to the Owner's Guide.

Incorrect fluid level.

CHECK and, if necessary,
ADJUST the fluid to the
correct level. REFER to
Section 308-03B (ZF 6Speed).

Fluid condition.

CHECK fluid condition. REFER
to Section 308-03B (ZF 6Speed).

Incorrect fluid type

REFER to Specifications in this
section.

Transmission cooling
system damaged,
blocked, restricted or
installed incorrectly.

CARRY OUT the transmission
fluid cooler flow test. REFER
to Transmission Fluid Cooler
Flow Test—Manual
Transmission in this section.

Engine overheating.

REFER to Section 303-03.

Internal transmission
concerns.

REFER to Section 308-03B (ZF
6-Speed).

SECTION 307-02: Transaxle/Transmission
Cooling
GENERAL PROCEDURES

1999 F-Super Duty 250-550 Workshop
Manual
Procedure revision date: 01/26/2000

Transmission Fluid Cooler Flow Test—Manual Transmission
With the vehicle in NEUTRAL, position on a hoist. For additional information, refer to Section
100-02.
Disconnect the in-tank fluid cooler return tube (top fitting) from the transmission.
Connect one end of a 9.25 mm (0.3750 in) inner diameter x 1,500 mm (60 in) long hose to the
in-tank fluid cooler return tube and insert the other end into the fluid fill hole in the
transmission case.
Start the engine and run it at idle with the transmission in NEUTRAL.
CAUTION: The fluid flow must be steady (without air bubbles) to make sure of an
accurate reading.
Remove the end of the hose from the fluid fill hole in the transmission case and place it
into a measuring container for 15 seconds. After 15 seconds, insert the end of the hose back
into the fluid fill hole in the transmission case.
Turn the engine off.
Measure the amount of fluid in the container. If the amount of fluid measured is approximately
600 ml (20.4 oz), the transmission fluid cooling system is functioning correctly. Reinstall
all of the components. If the amount of fluid measured is not as specified, proceed as
follows:
Disconnect the in-tank fluid cooler inlet tube (bottom fitting) from the transmission.
Connect one end of the hose to the fluid outlet fitting on the transmission case and insert the
other end into the fluid fill hole in the transmission case.
Start the engine and run it at idle with the transmission in NEUTRAL.
Remove the end of the hose from the fluid fill hole in the transmission case and place it into a
measuring container for 15 seconds. After 15 seconds, insert the end of the hose back into
the fluid fill hole in the transmission case.
Turn the engine off.
Measure the amount of fluid in the container. If the amount of fluid measured is approximately
600 ml (20.4 oz), the in-tank transmission fluid cooler/fluid cooler tubes are damaged,

blocked or restricted. Repair as necessary. If the amount of fluid measured is not as
specified, repair or install a new pump in the transmission.

SECTION 307-02: Transaxle/Transmission
Cooling
GENERAL PROCEDURES

1999 F-Super Duty 250-550 Workshop
Manual
Procedure revision date: 01/26/2000

Transmission Fluid Cooler — Backflushing and Cleaning—Manual Transmission
CAUTION: When internal wear or damage occurs in the transmission, component
material can travel into the fluid cooler tubes and the in-tank transmission fluid cooler.
Cleaning and backflushing the transmission fluid cooling system and following all of the
normal cleaning and inspection procedures during transmission disassembly and assembly
will keep contamination from re-entering the transmission and causing a repeat repair.
Clean and backflush the in-tank transmission fluid cooler and the transmission fluid cooler
lines with a suitable torque converter and fluid cooler cleaner every time the transmission is
exchanged or overhauled.
NOTE: Attach a rubber hose to the end of the in-tank fluid cooler inlet tube to aid in
connecting it to the torque converter and fluid cooler cleaner.
Connect the in-tank fluid cooler inlet tube to the torque converter and fluid cooler cleaner
pressure line.
NOTE: Attach a rubber hose to the end of the in-tank fluid cooler return tube to aid in
connecting it to the torque converter and fluid cooler cleaner.
Connect the in-tank fluid cooler return tube to the torque converter and fluid cooler cleaner
return line.
Place the other end of the torque converter and fluid cooler cleaner return line in the solvent
tank reservoir.
NOTE: Cycling the solvent pump on and off will help dislodge contaminants in the cooling
system.
Switch the solvent pump on. Allow the solvent to circulate a minimum of five minutes.
Switch the solvent pump off.
Disconnect the in-tank ends of the in-tank fluid cooler inlet tube and return tube.

SECTION 307-02: Transaxle/Transmission
Cooling
REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

1999 F-Super Duty 250-550 Workshop
Manual
Procedure revision date: 01/26/2000

Tubes—Transmission Fluid Cooler, Automatic Transmission
Removal
Raise and support the vehicle. For additional information, refer to Section 100-02.
Remove the bolts and the skid plate (4x4 only).

Remove the bolts and the air deflector.

CAUTION: Install a new inline transmission fluid filter (XC3Z-7B155-BA) every
48,000 km (30,000 miles) and always as part of a transmission overhaul or exchange.
If the vehicle was not equipped with an inline fluid filter install a new inline
transmission fluid filter kit (XC3Z-7B155-AA) according to the instructions supplied
with the kit as part of a transmission overhaul or exchange.
NOTE: The inline transmission fluid filter, if so equipped, is attached to the fluid cooler
return tube (7A031). The fluid cooler return tube runs from the intank transmission fluid
cooler, if so equipped, or the oil-to-air (OTA) transmission fluid cooler (7A095), if so
equipped, to the rear transmission cooler tube case fitting.
Remove, and discard the inline transmission fluid filter, if so equipped.

If not done previously, carry out the transmission fluid cooler flow test procedure. For
additional information, refer to Section 307-01.
NOTE: If cooler bypass valve (CBV) assembly (7H322) removal is necessary, refer to Cooler
Bypass Valve in this section.
Disconnect each fluid cooler tube, as necessary.

NOTE: To remove production fluid cooler tubes from some vehicle applications, it will be
necessary to use a tube cutter to cut the tubes at the fluid cooler tube bracket.
Remove the nut, the fluid cooler tube bracket, and the fluid cooler tube(s).

Installation
NOTE: If the CBV assembly was removed, refer to Cooler Bypass Valve in this section for
the installation procedure.
Install and connect the fluid cooler tube(s).

CAUTION: Install a new inline transmission fluid filter (XC3Z-7B155-BA) every
every 48,000 km (30,000 miles) and always as part of a transmission overhaul or
exchange. If the vehicle was not equipped with an inline fluid filter install a new inline
transmission fluid filter kit (XC3Z-7B155-AA) according to the instructions supplied
with the kit as part of a transmission overhaul or exchange.
CAUTION: Failure to follow the instructions supplied with the inline
transmission fluid filter kit can cause transmission damage.
Verify that the flow arrow on the filter points toward the transmission.

Install a new inline transmission fluid filter (XC3Z-7B155-BA). If the vehicle was not
equipped with an inline fluid filter install a new inline transmission fluid filter kit (XC3Z7B155-AA) according to the instructions supplied with the kit. Carry out the transmission
fluid cooler flow test procedure to verify that there is correct fluid flow through the new
inline fluid filter. For additional information, refer to Section 307-01.

Position the air deflector and install the bolts.

Position the skid plate and install the bolts (4x4 only).

Lower the vehicle.
CAUTION: Do not use any fluid approved for MERCON V application. Using a
fluid rated MERCON V may cause internal damage in MERCON only applications.
Fill the transmission with the specified type and quantity of transmission fluid. For
additional information, refer to Section 307-01.

Use Motorcraft MERCON Multi-Purpose (ATF) Transmission Fluid XT-2-QDX or
equivalent meeting MERCON specifications.
Check for leaks.

SECTION 307-02: Transaxle/Transmission
Cooling
REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

1999 F-Super Duty 250-550 Workshop
Manual
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Cooler, Fluid—5.4L
Removal and Installation
For additional information, refer to Section 303-03.

SECTION 307-02: Transaxle/Transmission
Cooling
REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

1999 F-Super Duty 250-550 Workshop
Manual
Procedure revision date: 01/26/2000

Cooler Bypass Valve
Removal
Raise and support the vehicle. For additional information, refer to Section 100-02.
CAUTION: Install a new inline transmission fluid filter (XC3Z-7B155-BA) every
48,000 km (30,000 miles) and always as part of a transmission overhaul or exchange.
If the vehicle was not equipped with an inline fluid filter install a new inline
transmission fluid filter kit (XC3Z-7B155-AA) according to the instructions supplied
with the kit as part of a transmission overhaul or exchange.
NOTE: The inline transmission fluid filter, if so equipped, is attached to the fluid cooler
return tube (7A031). The fluid cooler return tube runs from the intank transmission fluid
cooler, if so equipped, or the oil-to-air (OTA) transmission fluid cooler (7A095), if so
equipped, to the rear transmission cooler tube case fitting.
Remove, and discard the inline transmission fluid filter, if so equipped.

If not done previously, carry out the transmission fluid cooler flow test procedure. For
additional information, refer to Section 307-01 .
Remove the fluid cooler tube from the front cooler line case fitting.

Remove the fluid cooler tube from the rear cooler line case fitting.

NOTE: The two rubber-coated sealing washers can fall out when removing the cooler line
case fitting.
Remove, and discard the front cooler line case fitting and the two rubber-coated sealing
washers.

NOTE: The two rubber-coated sealing washers can fall out when removing the cooler line
case fitting.
Remove, and discard the rear cooler line case fitting and the two rubber-coated sealing
washers.

Remove the cooler bypass valve (CBV) assembly (7H322) from the transmission.
Installation
CAUTION: Failure to correctly install the new rubber-coated sealing washers will
result in transmission fluid leaks.
Install the new rubber-coated sealing washers and the new cooler line case fittings.
Install one rubber-coated sealing washer on each cooler line case fitting.
Install both cooler line case fittings into the CBV assembly fittings.
Install one rubber-coated sealing washer on each cooler line case fitting.

CAUTION: Damage will occur to the rubber-coated sealing washers and
transmission fluid will leak if the cooler line case fitting are over-tightened.
NOTE: Align the rubber-coated sealing washers while installing CBV assembly on the
transmission case.
Install the CBV assembly.

Install the fluid cooler tubes in the front and rear cooler line case fittings.

CAUTION: Install a new inline transmission fluid filter (XC3Z-7B155-BA) every
48,000 km (30,000 miles) and always as part of a transmission overhaul or exchange.
If the vehicle was not equipped with an inline fluid filter install a new inline
transmission fluid filter kit (XC3Z-7B155-AA) according to the instructions supplied
with the kit as part of a transmission overhaul or exchange.
CAUTION: Failure to follow the instructions supplied with the inline
transmission fluid filter kit can cause transmission damage.
Verify that the flow arrow on the filter points toward the transmission.
Install a new inline transmission fluid filter (XC3Z-7B155-BA). If the vehicle was not
equipped with an inline fluid filter install a new inline transmission fluid filter kit (XC3Z7B155-AA) according to the instructions supplied with the kit. Carry out the transmission
fluid cooler flow test procedure to verify that there is correct fluid flow through the new
inline fluid filter. For additional information, refer to Section 307-01 .

Lower the vehicle.
CAUTION: Do not use any fluid approved for MERCON V application. Using a
fluid rated for MERCON V may cause internal damage in MERCON only
applications.
Fill the transmission with the specified type and quantity of transmission fluid.
Use Motorcraft MERCON Multi-Purpose (ATF) Transmission Fluid XT-2-QDX or
equivalent meeting MERCON specifications.

Check for leaks.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Torque Specifications
Description

Nm

Lb/Ft

Lb/In

Shift Cable Bracket Bolts

21-29 15.5-21

Shift Lock Actuator Bolts

7-11

—

62.5-98

14

10

—

Transmission Column Shift Selector Tube Bracket Bolts

—

Shift Cable Bracket Bolts
(5.4L) (4R70W)

30-40 22-29

—

Shift Cable Bracket Nut (5.4L) (4R70W)

17-23 13-16

—

Shift Cable Bracket Bolts (5.4L, 6.8L, 7.3L Diesel) (4R100) 30-40 22-29

—

SECTION 307-05: Automatic Transaxle/Transmission
External Controls
DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

1999 F-Super Duty 250-550
Workshop Manual
Procedure revision date:
01/26/2000

External Controls
The transmission shift cable transfers the transmission operating mode from the gearshift lever to
the automatic transmission. The indicated position of the transmission control selector lever is
transferred to the transmission through the steering column shift selector tube, then to the cable,
and down to the manual control lever on the transmission.

Shift Interlock System
The shift interlock system prevents the shifting from PARK unless the brake pedal is depressed.
The shift interlock system consists of a shift lock actuator mounted at the base of the steering
column tube. If the ignition switch is in the RUN position, the shift lock actuator is continually on
unless the brake pedal is depressed.

Transmission Control Switch (TCS)
The transmission control switch (TCS) is a momentary contact switch that is located on the end of
the transmission control selector lever. Pushing the TCS will either disengage or engage the
overdrive function of the transmission. If the OVERDRIVE is disengaged, the word OFF will
illuminate on the transmission control selector lever.

SECTION 307-05: Automatic Transaxle/Transmission
External Controls
DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING

1999 F-Super Duty 250-550
Workshop Manual
Procedure revision date:
01/26/2000

External Controls
Refer to Wiring Diagrams Cell 37 (F-53 Motorhome Chassis, F-Super Duty 250-550) for
schematic and connector information.

Special Tool(s)
73 Digital Multimeter
105-R0051 or equivalent

Breakout Box, EEC-V Control
System
418-049 (T94L-50-EEC-V) or
equivalent

Inspection and Verification
Verify the customer concern by operating the transmission external control.
Visually inspect for obvious signs of mechanical and electrical damage; refer to the following
chart:

Visual Inspection Chart
Mechanical

Electrical

Damaged brake shift interlock actuator

Failed fuse(s)

Damaged transmission control switch (TCS)

Damaged wiring harness
Loose or corroded connections

If the fault is not visually evident, determine the symptom and proceed to the Symptom Chart.

Symptom Chart
Symptom Chart
Condition
The shift
interlock
system does
not
release/lock
correctly

Possible Sources
Circuitry.

Action
Go To Pinpoint Test A.

Fuse(s).
Shift lock
actuator.
Brake pedal
position
switch.

The shift control
is out of
proper gear
relationship

Transmission
shift cable
and bracket.

Go To Pinpoint Test B.

Cable retention
to steering
column
bracket.
Shift indicator.
The transmission
range
indicator
does not
correspond
to the gear

Transmission
shift cable
bracket.

TIGHTEN bolts holding transmission
shift cable bracket.

Shift control
indicator

ADJUST PRNDL indicator at steering
housing.

linkage.
Transmission
shift cable
loose from
the
transmission
bracket.

VERIFY the shift cable is seated in the
transmission shift cable bracket.

Shift cable
adjustment
incorrect.

VERIFY the transmission shift cable
adjustment. REFER to Cable and
Bracket Adjustment—5.4L, 6.8L,
7.3L Diesel With 4R100
Transmission in the General
Procedure section. ADJUST
transmission shift cable if necessary.
VERIFY digital transmission range
(TR) sensor for proper adjustment.
REFER to Section 307-01.

The transmission
range
indicator
lamp does
not
illuminate

Bulb.

REFER to Section 413-00.

The transmission
control
switch/indica
tor lamp not
operating
correctly

Fuse.

Circuitry.

Go To Pinpoint Test C.

TCS.
TCS not cycled
during self
test.
Powertrain
Control
Module.
Circuitry.

Rattle, noise,
buzz, or
other noise

Water enters
inside the

Selector lever
knob.

INSTALL a new selector lever knob.

Shift control
selector
lever.

TIGHTEN the housing bolts.

Shift interlock
spring.

ATTACH the shift interlock spring
correctly.

Cable assembly
grommet.

SECURE the grommet to dash panel.

vehicle

Excessive Shift
Effort

The transmission
range
selector lever
will not shift
from range

Torn cable
assembly
grommet.

INSTALL new transmission shift cable.

Transmission
shift cable.

INSTALL a new transmission shift
cable.

Cable bracket.

ADJUST the cable. TIGHTEN the cable
bracket screws.

Transmission
shift cable
disconnected.

REINSTALL the transmission shift
cable.

Broken
transmission
shift cable.

INSTALL a new transmission shift
cable.

Pinpoint Tests

PINPOINT TEST A: PINPOINT TEST A: THE SHIFT INTERLOCK SYSTEM DOES NOT
RELEASE/LOCK CORRECTLY

CONDITIONS

DETAILS/RESULTS/ACTIONS

A1 TEST BRAKE LIGHTS
Apply the brake pedal and view the brake
lights.

Do the brake lights illuminate?
Yes
GO to A7.
No
GO to A2.

A2 TEST FUSE 16 (15A)

Fuse 16 (15A)

Is the resistance 5 ohms or less?
Yes
GO to A4.
No
GO to A3.
A3 TEST CIRCUIT 10 (LG/RD) FOR SHORT TO GROUND

Brake ON/OFF switch C252
Measure resistance of circuit 10 (LG/RD) at
C252.

Is the resistance 10,000 ohms or less?

Yes
SERVICE circuit 10 (LG/RD) for short to ground.
TEST the system for normal operation.
No
GO to A4.
A4 TEST CIRCUIT 10 (LG/RD) FOR OPEN
Measure the resistance between output side of
fuse 13 (15A) and the brake pedal position switch
connector C252, circuit 10 (LG/RD).

Is the resistance 5 ohms or less?
Yes
GO to A5.
No
SERVICE circuit 10 (LG/RD) for open. TEST the
system for normal operation.
A5 TEST BRAKE PEDAL POSITION SWITCH
Measure resistance of brake pedal position
switch while open (OFF) and closed (ON).

Is the resistance of switch greater than
10,000 ohms while OFF and 5 ohms or
less while ON?
Yes
GO to A6.
No
REPLACE the brake pedal position switch. TEST
the system for normal operation.
A6 TEST CIRCUIT 511 (LG) FOR SHORT TO GROUND

Shift Lock Actuator C249
Measure the resistance of circuit 511 (LG), Pin
C249.

Is the resistance 10,000 ohms or less?
Yes
SERVICE circuit 511 (LG) for short to ground.
TEST the system for normal operation.

No
GO to A7.
A7 TEST CIRCUIT 511 (LG) FOR OPEN
Measure the resistance of circuit 511 (LG)
between the shift lock actuator C249-1 and the
brake pedal position switch connector C252.

Is resistance 5 ohms or less?
Yes
GO to A8.
No
SERVICE circuit 511 (LG) for open. TEST the
system for normal operation.
A8 TEST FOR B+ ON CIRCUIT 1003 (GY/YE)

Measure the voltage at shift lock actuator pin
C249-3, circuit 1003 (GY/YE).

Is B+ present?
Yes
GO to A12.

No
GO to A9.
A9 TEST FUSE 6 (5A)

Fuse 6 (5A)

Is the resistance of fuse 5 ohms or less?
Yes
GO to A11.
No
GO to A10.
A10 TEST CIRCUIT 1003 (GY/YE) FOR SHORT TO GROUND
Measure the resistance at pin C249-3, circuit
1003 (GY/YE).

Is the resistance 10,000 ohms or less?
Yes
SERVICE circuit 1003 (GY/YE) for short to
ground. TEST the system for normal operation.
No
GO to A11.
A11 TEST CIRCUIT 1003 (GY/YE) FOR OPEN
Measure the resistance of circuit 1003 (GY/YE)

between output side of Fuse 6 (5A) and the shift
lock actuator pin C249-3.

Is the resistance 5 ohms or less?
Yes
GO to A12.
No
SERVICE circuit 1003 (GY/YE) for open. TEST
the system for normal operation.
A12 TEST CIRCUIT 57 (BK) FOR OPEN
Measure the resistance of shift lock actuator
C249-2, circuit 57 (BK).

Is the resistance 5 ohms or less?
Yes
INSTALL a new shift lock actuator. TEST the

system for normal operation.
No
SERVICE circuit 57 (BK) for open. TEST the
system for normal operation.

PINPOINT TEST B: PINPOINT TEST B: THE SHIFT CONTROL IS OUT OF PROPER GEAR
RELATIONSHIP

CONDITIONS

DETAILS/RESULTS/ACTIONS

B1 CHECK SHIFT CONTROL LINKAGE

Apply the brake pedal.

Gain access to the shift control linkage.
Actuate the transmission range selector lever in
all ranges.
Observe all linkages during operation.

Is the linkage damaged?
Yes
INSTALL new shift control linkage. TEST the
system for normal operation.
No
GO to B2.
B2 CHECK TRANSMISSION SHIFT CABLE
Check transmission shift cable and bracket
installation and tightness.

Is the transmission shift cable properly
installed and adjusted?
Yes
VERIFY the transmission shift cable adjustment.
REFER to Cable and Bracket Adjustment—5.4L,
6.8L, 7.3L Diesel With 4R100 Transmission in this
section. ADJUST the transmission shift cable if
necessary. VERIFY the digital transmission range
(TR) sensor for proper adjustment. REFER to
Section 307-01. ADJUST digital TR sensor if
necessary. GO to B3 .
No
REPAIR as necessary. TEST the system for normal
operation.
B3 CHECK LINKAGE/CABLE FOR PROPER GEAR RELATIONSHIP
Apply the brake pedal.

Actuate the transmission range selector lever in
all ranges.

Does the indicator match the gear selection?
Yes
System OK. TEST the system for normal operation.
No
REFER to Cable Adjustment—Shift Indicator in
this section. TEST the system for normal operation.

PINPOINT TEST C: PINPOINT TEST C: THE TRANSMISSION CONTROL SWITCH/INDICATOR LAMP
NOT OPERATING PROPERLY

CONDITIONS

DETAILS/RESULTS/ACTIONS

C1 CHECK FUSE 29

Fuse Junction Panel Fuse 29 (5A)

Is the resistance less than 5 ohms?
Yes
REINSTALL the fuse. GO to C3 .
No
REPLACE the failed fuse. TEST the system for
normal operation. If the fuse fails again, GO to C2 .
C2 CHECK CIRCUIT 224 (TN/WH) FOR SHORT TO GROUND
Inspect for damaged or pushed out pins,
corrosion, loose wires, etc. Repair as necessary.

Powertrain Control Module (PCM)
Leave PCM disconnected.

104-Pin Breakout Box
Measure the resistance between test pin 29 and
test pins 24 and 77 at the 104-Pin Breakout Box.

Is the resistance greater than 10,000 ohms?
Yes
CHECK circuit 640 (RD/YE) and related
components for short to ground. TEST the system
for normal operation.
No
REPAIR circuit 224 (TN/WH). TEST the system
for normal operation.
C3 CHECK TRANSMISSION CONTROL SWITCH (TCS) CIRCUIT FOR VOLTAGE
Inspect for damaged or pushed out pins,
corrosion, loose wires, etc. Repair as necessary.

Powertrain Control Module (PCM) C174
Leave PCM disconnected.

104-Pin Breakout Box

Measure the voltage between test pin 29 and
test pins 24 and 77 at the 104-Pin Breakout Box
while cycling the TCS several times.

Does the voltage cycle?
Yes
INSTALL a new PCM. REMOVE the 104-Pin
Breakout Box. TEST the system for normal
operation.

No
GO to C4.
C4 CHECK CIRCUIT 640 (RD/YE) AND CIRCUIT 224 (TN/WH) FOR OPEN

Fuse Junction Panel C243
Inspect both ends for damaged or pushed out
pins, moisture, corrosion, loose wires, etc. Repair
as necessary.

Transmission Control Switch (TCS)
C251
Measure the resistance between the fuse
junction panel C243-14, circuit 640 (RD/YE), and
the power side of the TCS vehicle harness C251,
circuit 640 (RD/YE).

Measure the resistance between test pin 29 at
the 104-Pin Breakout Box and signal side of the
transmission control switch vehicle harness C251,
circuit 224 (TN/WH).

Is the resistance less than 5 ohms for both

circuits?
Yes
GO to C5.
No
REPAIR open circuit. REMOVE 104-Pin Breakout
Box. RECONNECT all components. TEST the
system for normal operation.
C5 CHECK CIRCUIT 224 (TN/WH) FOR SHORT TO POWER
Measure the resistance between test pin 29 and
test pins 71 and 97 at the 104-Pin Breakout Box.

Is the resistance greater than 10,000 ohms?
Yes
INSTALL a new transmission control switch.
REMOVE the 104-Pin Breakout Box.
RECONNECT all components. TEST the system
for normal operation.
No
REPAIR circuit 224 (TN/WH). REMOVE the 104Pin Breakout Box. RECONNECT all components.
TEST the system for normal operation.
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Cable and Bracket Adjustment—4.2L, 4.6L with 4R70W Transmission
Place the gearshift lever in the (D) position.
Place an eight pound weight on the gearshift lever.
Raise and support the vehicle; refer to Section 100-02.
Disconnect the transmission shift cable from the manual control lever.

Unlock the lock tab on the transmission shift cable.

Place the manual control lever in the (D) position.
Place the manual control lever in the first gear position.
Move the manual control lever two detents to the (D) position.

Connect the transmission shift cable to the manual control lever.
Lock the transmission shift cable lock tab.
NOTE: If equipped with air suspension, reactivate the system by turning on the air suspension
switch.
Lower the vehicle.
Remove the eight pound weight.
Carefully move the gearshift lever from detent to detent and compare with transmission
settings. Verify that the vehicle will start in PARK or NEUTRAL and backup lamps
illuminate in REVERSE. If not, Steps 1-5 must be repeated and include digital TR sensor
adjustment in NEUTRAL. Readjust if necessary.
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Cable and Bracket Adjustment—5.4L, 6.8L, 7.3L Diesel With 4R100 Transmission
Place the gearshift lever in the (D) position.
Place a three pound weight on the gearshift lever.
Raise and support the vehicle. For additional information, refer to Section 100-02.
Disconnect the transmission shift cable from the manual lever.

Unlock the lock tab on the transmission shift cable.

Place the manual control lever in the (D) position.
Place the manual control lever in the first gear position.
Move the manual control lever two detents to the (D) position.

Connect the transmission shift cable to the manual control lever.

Lock the transmission shift cable lock tab.

Lower the vehicle.
Remove the three pound weight.
Carefully move the gearshift lever from detent to detent and compare with transmission
settings. Verify that the vehicle will start in PARK or NEUTRAL and backup lamps
illuminate in REVERSE. If not, Steps 1-5 must be repeated and include digital TR or TR
sensor adjustment in NEUTRAL. Readjust if necessary.
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Cable Adjustment—Shift Indicator
Remove the upper instrument panel steering column cover.
Place the gearshift lever in the (D) position.
Rotate the gearshift lever clockwise until it bottoms out (first gear), then rotate two
detents counterclockwise ((D) position for the 4R100 transmission). Rotate the
lever three indents counterclockwise (D) for the TorqShift transmission.
Hang an three pound weight on the gearshift lever.
Center the pointer in the middle of the (D) position.
Rotate the thumbwheel located on the bottom of the steering column to adjust the
pointer.

Remove the three pound weight.
Carefully move the gearshift lever from detent to detent and compare with transmission
settings. Readjust if necessary.
Install the upper instrument panel steering column cover.
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Brake Shift Interlock Actuator
Removal and Installation
Remove the steering column assembly. For additional information, refer to Section 211-04.
Remove the insert plate and shift lock actuator.
Remove the bolts.
Remove the insert plate and shift lock actuator.

NOTE: The shift lock actuator clip is an assembly aid for the assembly plant and does not
need to be replaced in the field.
Remove the insert plate from the shift lock actuator.
Remove and discard the shift lock actuator clip.

To install, reverse the removal procedure.
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Cable and Bracket
Removal and Installation
All vehicles
NOTE: To prevent cable damage, do not apply force to the transmission shift cable assembly
between the steering column shift tube bracket and the steering column bracket.
Disconnect the transmission shift cable from the steering column.
Disconnect the transmission shift cable from the steering column shift tube lever.
Carefully lift the locking tab and disconnect the transmission shift cable from the
steering column bracket.

Disconnect the cable push pin from the stud in the bulkhead.
Push the rubber grommet and transmission shift cable through the bulkhead.
Raise and support the vehicle. For additional information, refer to Section 100-02.
4R100 transmission
NOTE: To prevent shift cable assembly damage, do not apply force to the transmission shift
cable between the manual control lever and the transmission shift cable bracket.
Remove the transmission shift cable from the transmission.
Disconnect the transmission shift cable from the manual control lever.
Depress the lock tabs to release the transmission shift cable and disconnect the
transmission shift cable from the transmission shift cable bracket.

Remove the shift cable bracket from the transmission.
Remove the bolts.
Remove the shift cable bracket.

To install, reverse the removal procedure.
Adjust the shift cable. For additional information, refer to Cable and Bracket
Adjustment—4.2L, 4.6L with 4R70W Transmission or Cable and Bracket
Adjustment—5.4L, 6.8L, 7.3L Diesel With 4R100 Transmission in this section.

TorqShift transmission
NOTE: To prevent shift cable assembly damage, do not apply force to the transmission shift
cable between the manual control lever and the transmission shift cable bracket.
Remove the transmission shift cable from the transmission.
Disconnect the transmission shift cable from the manual control lever.
Depress the lock tabs to release the transmission shift cable and disconnect the
transmission shift cable from the transmission shift cable bracket.

Remove the shift cable bracket from the transmission.
Remove the bolts.
Remove the shift cable bracket.

To install, reverse the removal procedure.
Adjust the shift cable. For additional information, refer to Cable and Bracket
Adjustment—4.2L, 4.6L with 4R70W Transmission or Cable and Bracket
Adjustment—5.4L, 6.8L, 7.3L Diesel With 4R100 Transmission in this section.

SECTION 307-05: Automatic Transaxle/Transmission
External Controls
REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
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Selector Lever
Removal and Installation
Remove the ignition switch lock cylinder. For additional information, refer to Section 211-05.
Remove the upper steering column shroud.

Remove the gearshift lever.

Disconnect the electrical connector.
Remove and discard the gearshift lever pin.
Remove the gearshift lever.

NOTE: The gearshift lever pin must be replaced whenever removed.
To install, reverse the removal procedure.

SECTION 307-05: Automatic Transaxle/Transmission
External Controls
REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

Transmission Control (TC) Switch
Removal and Installation
Remove the transmission switch (TCS).
Remove the TCS cover.
Remove the TCS.

To install, reverse the removal procedure.
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